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while walking through a field, saw
bodies of dead rebels with eyes apparently kicked out. Several had been
shot through the head, apparently after being .otherwise wounded.
The rebels this afternoon held a
position near the city and were conto renew tne
tinuing preparations
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lng order to prevent Postmaster General Burleson from enforcing the
newspaper publicity law while the
court has under consideration the
question of its constitutionality.
The Injunction was granted on a
request last week by Robert C- - Morris, attorney for the New York Journal of Commerce, which has attacked
the validity of the act Postmaster
General Burleson bad not notified
him that newspapers which had not ROB NEW YORK PAWNBROKER!
'
filed statements required by the law
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Attractive Neckwear
The new season's Neckwear is
unusually dainty and desirable
St vies are varied and range from
the small bow to tbe lartfe
jabots. Prices exceptionally low

25c to

$1.BO

An Interesting Display of the New and Beautiful Garments and Dress Accessories
Which Will Interest Every Woman In This Vicinity
EXCEPTIONAL

VALUES IN

DAINTY

WAISTS
STRICTLY

FOE EASTER WEAR

HANDSOME

EASTER MILLINERY OF UNUSUAL EEAUTY

SUITS

AND

COATS

FOR

The new Season's Millinery maintains the supremacy of the line in style, beauty and attractiveness.

EVERY OCCASION

Both Fancy and Lingerie waists will be extremely popular this season and justly so for never
have the styles been more dainty and desirable.
Silk waists will be worn in plain and fancy effects with trimmings of high color and the Chiffon
overdrape will have another strong season. These
come in a variety of styles and qualities at
to $10.00.
Lingerie waists were never more beautiful than
at present; Styles are all new and radically
past seasons effects and are more desirable. Colored trimmings on these garments will
be extremely popular. Prices $1.00 to $5.00.

Every garment &aracterized by a seasonable freshness
and daintiness that is irresistibly charming.
An excellent
variety embracing all the new poplar models, desirable weaves
and fashionable colors.
Suits of tne famous ' AVooltex" and "Printzess" make,
every desirable quality, unequalled style ard guaranteed for two seasons wear, at

$300

Riotous colors and a profusion f flowers seems
to be the predominating ideas in trimming.
Shapes are new and desirable and are made from
a variety of fabrics.
Small or medium shapes will have the
prefer'
ence though the larger shape will be seen frequently.
You'll like the new styles come in and
try them
on.

022.50 to $45.00

Other beautiful suits in plain or fancy fabrics, made in
the latest style models, silk lined, best inner
silk
faced shields, at

differ-entlfro- m

$15.QO to

S32.50

03.50 to $15. CO

DRESS GOODS AND SILKS

DESIRADLE WASH FABRICS
STYLISH AND PRACTICAL FOOTWEAR

The new Season's fabrics possess all the beauty
and richness known to the weaver's art. Plain and
Brocaded effaces are racing each other for first
place, with neither in the lead.

Our shoe

Bright, radiant co!crs are prime favorites and
Easter costumes.
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Soft clinging fabrics, so necessary for the new
draperies, are much in demand in both wool and
silk.

if
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'

Las Vcdas'Loadine. Store

One 'ot of well made petticoats,
made from Charmeuse, Messaline
and Taffeta of good grades, all colors
e
effects, a garment of
and
each.
style and quality at

$2.50

SILK HOSIERY

South SidcPlea

EstaHishGd,1862
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MAKES
LAWS OF
EXECUTIVE
MEASURES PASSED BY THE
RECENT LEGISLATURE.

Santa Ke, N. M., March 17. Although the legislature formally adjourned at noon Friday, laws are
still being ground out, wining into
the office of the secretary of state
from the governor's office with the
signature of the chief executive.
There are still some two dozen bills
in the governor's hands awaiting action, and as six days must elapse before the
pocket veto becomes effective, n is probable that
the fate of some or the measures
Known until the
will not become
time limit for signing them expires.
The governor signed the district at
torney salary bill Saturday.
Rxactly sixty measures had Worna '
laws up to noon today, including joint
Two
resolutions and memorials.
measures ratify
respectively the
tax and the direct election of
senators, amendments to the federal
constitution, and two others provide
for amendments to the state const-

i

j

itutionone

amending Act VIII,
to taxation and revenue, and
s
m other providing for two
officials.
of office for county
These,
however, will have to be ratified by
the voters Of the state nt the elee- year-term-

lion in 1914.

''lie complete list of laws up to
noon today was as follows:
To authorize auditor and treasurer
to transfer certain funds for legislative purposes.
To prohibit mutilating public records and prescribing penalties therefor.
To provide for tho payment et
terest on (he bonded debt.

To

empower

in-

supreme

court to

municipal

eorpora-tion-

to urn Ue provision for the care
and uininl' ii iin e of kUV. and indigent
1'

j

h

BILLS

To empower
;(dopt seal. )

To provide for the payment of sal-- ;
ary and certain expenses of the state
mine inspector.
j
Appropriating funds for tbe im-- i
provement of the Rio Grande.
Amending Section 6, of Chapter
116, acts of the Thirty-sixtlegisla- tive assembly, providing for the
manner of drawing original jury
venires.
To distribute the funds derived
from collections of delinquent taxes
accruing prior to the year 1911.
State automobile license.
Amending county high school act.
An act to prohibit gambling.
Providing for the reconstruction
normal
of the Spanish-Americaschool at El Eito.
Fixing the times for holding the
district court in the Eighth judicial
district.
Prohibiting white slave traffic.
Relating to kidnaping.
Providing for printing the message
of the governor to the first and sec- ond sessions of the first state legis- lature.
To regulate the use af water for ir-- !
rigation.
Providing for the payment of
est on the Grant county railroad
n

Don(j8t

Authorizing the state treasurer to
pay interest ou ie bonaed debt,
To oslai,iiSh lty boards of
educa-incom-

e

,ioll

Providing that members and employes of the corporation commission
and employes of the secretary of
state give bond.
Relating to the Quay county ex- - j
periment slation.
Relating to sheep dipping.
Relating to the biennial election
of municipal officers.
Relating to the over$ of the trustees of the insane asylm and allowing them to contract for supplies for
periods of six months.
To harmonize certain school laws
or ine state.
Appropriating money to defray the
cost of legislative printing, etc., and
printing of journals of first state legislature.
Providing for the payment of the
members of the legislature, etc.
of district
Authorizing judges
courts to rent chambers at headquar
ters.
For the further construction of the
scenic lih'hway between Banfa Fe
and Ivia
j

Prescribing the fees to be charged
Relative to the construction of El
Camino Real, Santa Fe to Albuquer- by the secretary of state.
Providing for county appropriation
que.
To validate acknowledgments of to fairs for prizes for live stock and
agricultural displays.
deeds, etc.
An act Increasing the jurisdiction
Providing for the refund of monies paid to the irrigation commission.
of justices of the peace to $200.
Relating to the sheritf's return on
Prohibiting minors under IS years
to attend, frequent and loiter in or attachment papers.
'
Fixing salaries for district attoraround pool halls.
To provide for the expenses of dis- neys.
Senate Substitution for Senate
Joint Reolution No. 3 Ratifying the
income tax amendment to the federal
constitution.
House Joint Resolution No. 12
Protesting against transferring of Pueblo Indian lands to United States.
Senate Joint Resolution No. 12.
Providing for an amendment to state
constitution, Article VIII, relating to
taxation and revenue.
Senate Joint Resolution No. 30
Ratifying amenanient to federal constitution for direct election of sena- tors.

trict judges.
For the publication of catalogue
of the ancient Spanish archives.
To authorize incorporated towns,
cities and villages to construct permanent street improvements.
To provide for the paving of certain streets at the seat of government.
Relative to the location of the proposed western extension of the Camino Real.
To authorize commissioners of public lands to employ additional assist- ance to defend contest suits by the
United States government.
To create a state highway between!
Honon postofhee, Lincoln county,
etate
and the Magdalena-Springervillhighway to Socorro.
To create a state highway, Roswell
to Las Cruces.
To provide compensation for improvements placed upon state lands
prior to June 14, 1912.
Setting aside school sections, portions thereof tor cemeteries.
To amend
14, of Sec4 7, of
the compiled laws of
tion
1S97 railroad
corporations, borrow
money, bond limit.
Relating to the construction of
county bridges.
Relating to Sabbath observance
and defining Sunday, closing saloons
from 11:30rT Saturday night to 5:30
Monday morning.
Increasing number of judges in the
Fifth judicial district.
Ceding jurisdiction to the United
States over Fort Bayard military

ANTI-GAMBLIN-

G

LAW MAY NOT

BE SO BAD

j

LACK OF A MINIMUM PENALTY
MAY ENABLE OFFENDERS
TO
ESCAPE EASILY

Since the

act passed

g

by the two houses of the New Mexico

legislature in such a rush a few days
ago has come to be carefully examined, the opinion is growing that the
law is not nearly so strict as was at
first thought In fact, It Is even rumored that under it open gambling
may be permitted, if not recognized.
It is talked in the street that "the
word had been passed that it was all

right, anyway." One man who said
tftis, said also,
"I cannot see it,
though. That law looks mighty tight
to me."
The phrasing of the law, it is said,
is tne secret. It provides that gaming
of any sort where any stake, whether
money or thing of value, is involved,
shall be punishable by a fine of "not
more than $100 or by imprisonment
for not to exceed three months, or
both."
It is the "not more'' that is looked
upon to open the way. There is, under this act, no minimum penalty
provided. Thus, before a friendly justice of the peace, who is empowerd
to try misdemeanors, a man might be
adjudged guilty and released from
custody in the same breath.
The old act provided that tlie playing of any "banking game of chance,"
whether played with dice or cards or
otherwise, should be a misdemeanor
and punishable by a fine of not less
than $100 nor more than $500, and

by imprisoment for not less than
six months." The new act,
though it
does not contain the repeal clause,

is held by attorneys to nevertheless
repeal the provisions of the old law,
because it prescribes a different penalty for actions which include the actions prohibited in the old act, and
there cannot be a conflicting set ot
penalties for the same offenses. As
the new law was passed later than
the old one, it takes precedence.
It is upon these contentioAs that
the story is based, and while no one
in Las Vegas has yet tested it by
setting up a roulette wheel, some attorneys say they are sound.

PILES CURED

IN e TO 14 DAY 8

Your druggist will refund money If
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding Piles In 6 to 14 days. EOc.
blongs in every home. Adv.

TRAFFC ,N FLESH AND BLOOD
i

It has been said that hard work
for a weak sickly woman is traffic in
flesh and blood. It makes little difference whether the field of work is at

e

home or elsewhere; but if every woman in the world who poes about her
work with backaihe, headache, nervousness, bearing down pains and the
blues, would remember that I.ydia E.
Pinkhara's Vegetable Compound remedies the cause of such troubles,
work would, become a pleasure and
life worth living.

n

Ceding jurisdiction over Santa Fe
national cemetery to the United
States.
Authorizing the commissioner ot
public lands to quit claim certain
lauds.
Providing for a tax to aid in pyblic
health by the drainage of swampy
sections.
Providing for mmVoWJ(i
time tor coiivi'rts.

Your Spring costume is not complete without Silk Hosiery. We are
showing a splendid variety in black
white, tan and colors. The latest is
the "Shaded" hose shading from one
deep tone to another. See these.

6cjm

J

r9LS

two-ton-

i

r

$2.50 to CO. CO

SILK PETTICOATS

x

Wash fabrics are always much in demand but
never more so than this seaso- n- nor have the
textures, styles, patterns and colors been more
desirable. Ratine, either silk-ocotton, is a strong
favorite and comes in white and colors. Pointieles,
Voiles and Tissues are also very popular.
Soft, sheer fabrics of any character will be
shown the preference and are especially adaptable
to the' prevailing fashions.
We are showing an excellent variety of desirable
fabrics.

Fash-

ion's latest dictates in shoes, oxfords, and pumps for women
and children
Xew and desirable models in such popular shades as
Elephant Grey, Tan, White and Black are the favorites with
Thite strongly in the lead.
YouTi be able to r'nd what you want in this variety.

w"ll be much in evidence in the

i

departmant contains the largest line of

MANY A SUFFERING WOMAN
nrasrs herself painfully through her
tasks sufferinj? from backache
headache, nervousness, and loss of
sleep, not knowtns her ills are due
to kidney and blr.dder troubles. Foley
Kidney Pills give quicK rel'ef from
pain and misery, a prompt return o
health and strength. No woman who
suffers can afford to overlook l oley

dly

Kidney Pills. O. G. Schaefer
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
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J. M. Cunningham, President

D. T. Hoskins, Cashibt.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.

Frank Springer,

LAS VEGAS

Interest Pedd On Time Deposits

LAS VEGAS SAyiMGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

iud

.

j

$50,000.00
-rV

-

-

30.000 00

Office With the San Miguel National Bank

!

j

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

On his way nome from the Kirk
the parson met Sandy Macgregor.
Said the par.-n-:
"1 doubt, Sandy, that ye're gri-- ve rj0 seen ye in the
ing remiss.
Kirk these tl;ree Sabbaths."
s
"!,'s n" !,,;,t I'm
-t"r"n.M rpli.! Sand?, but I'm Jntt
'l--''i- ''

i

nr., mm!

Wm. G. HAYUON
H. W. KELLY

Vice

D. T. HOSKINS

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
-

j

"

....

President
President
Treasurer
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SOONER
RAILROADS ADOPT A NEW DUMP
CAR FOR CARRYING GRAIN;
A TIME SAVFR.

amount available from public funds in
Alabama for each negro child was
about one seventh that provided for
the whites. The number of children
black and white, are about equal but
school property devoted to the whites
is ten times that for negroes, $6,149,-41- 3
as compared to $333,033. According to the state superintendent's report for teachers' institutes the total
amount expended for whites was nearly $3,000,000 as compared to $862, for
blacks. "If people in the north
more generally knew the pitiful state
of facts they would see to it that
more funds were provided for educat-i- n
the negro," a report to Mrs. Wooley states. "In the case of Kowaliga
for instance,
school,
community
the negro children practically would
get no schooling at all if it were not
that William Benson has built up a
school with funds sent from New
The
York, Philadelphia and Boston.
for
$60
is
the
county
appropriation by
the year. In the little school house
where one teacher labors with 123
or more pupils and is paid out of pri
vate funds, is a branch of the Indus-- j
trial school. Now it is seen by progressive white people of the south
that to keep the negroes illiterate is
to keep them troublesome. Therefore
they are coming to favor a change
from the old idea that the negro ignorant was a better servant than the
negro with education."

Chicago, March 17. Several million
years will be cut off the aggregate
time required to unload grain cars
that haul the crops of the next de-- !
cade, Bay railroad officials of Chica-- j
go. If the hopper bottom cars fori
gTain or coal which now are in train
service continue when bumped around
in actual service to prevent grain
leaking out. The congestion caused
by lack of cars for hauling crops to
market has been due so largely to
delays in emptying them by the present methods that thousands of dollars
have been spent in the attempt to
make a hopper bottom car that would
not distribute the corn wheat and
oats all along the right of way. The
possibility of opening a trap door and
spouting the grain into reeciving bins
in about two seconds of time long has
haunted the railroad men of a mechanical turn of mind. Service reports furFMmsy Culverts Condemned
nished to other lines by the Grand
Trunk indicate that J. Coleman, suFlimsy culverts and country bridges
perintendent of the car department of that cost life and limb have been
that system, has designed a car called to the attention of the League
which during 12 months trial
has for Public Safety as a widespread evil
been entirely satisfactory both for which usually is unnoticed until a
'
coal and grain, it having been used tractor engine or other heavy load
is killowner
for coal purposes westbound and for drops through and the
for
maimed.
The
of
the
or
eastbound
responsibility
from
ed
grain
"empire
wheat" in western provinces of Can- bettering these crossings, in a specifada. "The car has a perfectly level ic case cited, is laid upon the road
and tight bottom and it is in every re- icommissioners.
"They dug Joe Davis
spect the same as an ordinary box out from under his cornsheller last
car except that it completely dumps night and took him to the hospital,"
contents in a few seconds," the report the report of an accident in Iowa
states. "The details of load also show states. "The doctors are amputating
e
advantages to be in favor of the hop- his leg this morning, (late? Joe's
are over, he was hurt worse
per bottom car so that Urger loads
will expedite grain hauling as well as than we thought.) Joe told me the
will the quicker method of emptying. other day that he had his shelling outThe comparison shows that the new fit about half paid for and hoped to
type will hold 1,833 bushels as com- get paid out on it this spring if he
outpared to 1,100 in standard box cars, had a good run of shelling. The
hardworka
and
33
55
that
fit
tons.
all
he
of
is
had,
instead
the load being
In weight car is heavier."
ing wife and six children. For Mrs.
Joe and the children the troubles have
Negroes are Illiterate
The startling census figures of illi- but just begun. There are probably
teracy of negroes in the south, prac- in Iowa 50,000 such rotten pine bridgtically double and treble that of es as the one that smashed under
whites, is explained by comparative Joe's rig. The county supervisors
sums spent upon the education ef ne- were out and looked at the bridge and
groes and whites, those in Alabama said they were not responsible. I
being ten to one according to figures don't know how they figure it." The
supplied to Douglas Center in Chicago league has called attention to the
by one of the many schools for ne- bulletin, "Data for use in designing
groes which are supported by the culverts and short span bridges,"
philanthropy of northern people. When which was issued during February by
Mrs. Celia Parker Wooley, who devotes the office of public roads, department
her life to the; problems of the negro, of agriculture at Washington. That
recently visited Kowaliga community bulletin deplores the use of wood
e when
more substantial materials are
school in Central Alabama and
and cost little more.
needed
the
found
that
institute she
j

trou-blas-

Tus-kege-

To Restrict Chicago's Right
The attempt to restrict the right
of the Chicago sanitary district to
take 15,000 cubic feet of water per
second from Lake Michigan to the
right to less' than 10,000 feet, which
menaces the lives or the big population by the polutlon of the water with
stagnant sewage, was begun by the
war deipartment
recently notwithstanding that the right to take much
more water than now is taken was
secured years ago. The appalling results of the ruling of Secretary Stim-Eothat the flow of water through
the canal must be reduced to less than
enough to flush the sewage has been
set forth in a brief prepared by Lyman K. Cooley, consulting engineer
for the sanitary district and "father"
of the sanitary canal. The reasons
assigned for cutting off the water flow
and thus jeopardizinz the lives of millions of people were stated to be
primarily that the level of the Great
Lakes would be lowered and Canadian
interests in some way, not stated,
would be injured. Mr. Cooley In his
brief declares that all legal points long
since have been settled and that anyway "The right to take the water
should be questioned in view of the
enormous expenditures already made,
the policies established and the
predicated thereon and in
view of the great and manifold benefits as contrasted to minor damage
Mr. Cooley in his
and inconvenience."
brief discloses a number of cases
where private interests have, without
attention, lowered the lake levels, and
"It is not
roither caustically adds:
therefore," quite understandable why
such supreme importance is attached
to the minor effects produced by the

Rheumatism
Pneumonia, Bronchitis, Phthisis,
Asthma and Anemia Often Directly the Result of Rheumatic
Blood.

n

diversion

at

If you have a persistent, nagging broncoufth beware of cough remedies.
They are merely local In action, and if
they do relieve it Is the narcotics that
do it. What you require Is a blood purifier, a searching untidote that removes
from the circulation the acid poisons that
by their reflexes attack all weakened,
susceptible spot3 and thus create local
symptoms. The very best remedy known
You will find
Is Swift's Pure Specific.
It on sale in any drug store at $1.00 per
bottle. It goes straight into the blood,
becomes an Internal blood bath, wonderfully increases the rod corpuscles, cures
all the local fever spots and Irritations,
increases appetite, you take on flesh and
feel a wonderful sense of renewed
Hundreds of people worried
strength.
beyond control at cough, pains In the
chest, sore throat and constant expectoration of thick mucous have experienced
the most wonderful change after using
S. S. S.
All doubt and apprehension is
gone, those peculiar pains and aches vanish, there follows a period of most intense rejoicing to find that worst fears
were based entirely upon a mistaken notion that cough and chest pains come
These are rheumatic
from the lungs.
conditions, and you will quickly realize
It after using 8. S. S. for a few days.
Get a bottle of S. S. S.
at the drug
to all those
store and then say good-bpains that have worried you.
Write to The Swift Specific Co., 127
Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga., for medical
advice and wonderful facts concerning
the greatest blood remedy ever known.
chial

Chicago."

Stores Retaliate
Baring the wages paid to girl employes in Chicago has stirred the big
department store owners to bitter but
covert retaliation and the fight is on.
Already results are seen in the editorial pages by criticism of the methods if not the purpose of the white
slavery investigation. In the women's
clubs and other organizations not con
trolled by dollars and business, the
inquiry is applauded, particularly by
those most closely in touch with working girls, the squalor of the slums
and the daily
fight of
who
home
at
not
try to
living
girls
get along on $3 or $5 a week. Miss
who successfully
Brooks,
Virginia
fought the vice right a.t East Hammond, enthusiastically commended the
probe into the white slavery phase
that is found in the payrolls of sweatshops and factories. But notwithstanding the itemized expense list
made by one of the big employers
when a witness, giving $S as the minimum that a girl "adrift" in Chicago
could live upon, the proposal of a
minimum wage in Illinois is being
fought tooth and nail, so bitterly in
fact that a criminal libel case has
been begun and the wheels are only
just started. One feature of the contributing causes of ruin to girls has

been found in the "smut" songs which
have crept forward gradually from the
lowest to some of the more respect
able theaters,
until parents now
to allow their children to
refuge
go to many playhouses which hereto
fore presented only wholesome plays.
To Stop Fertilizer Factories
Many millions of capital invested
in commercial fertilizer factories in
Chicago are holdng ther malodorous

breath until the crucial agricultural
problem of the new administration
shall be settled, will the United States
department of agriculture continue to
dispute the position of the agricultural colleges and state agricultural
departments that the exporting of
phosphate rock should be stopped for
the sake of future soil fertility. The
sale for approximately $3,000,000 annually of raw phosphate enough for
the production of a billion dollars
worth of wheat has been permitted to
continue notwithstanding the protests
from the soil experts of the states and
colleges that the phosphate rock is
the master key to our material prosperity as an agricultural nation. Hot
shot from Illinois. Wisconsin and
Iowa particularly has been poured into
the department but without avail and
a change of administration is confidently expected to reverse the policy.
In a letter of protest to J. J. Hill
Professor Cyril G. Hopkins of Illinois
in his book "Story of the Soil" (Richard G. Badger) said: "The rotation
of crops does not enrich the soil, does
not even maintain the fertility of the
soil. On the contrary the rotation actually depletes the soil more rapidly
than the single system."

k

to put yourself in range
of point blank danger.

LIVINGSTONE CELEBRATION.
London, March 17. Arrangements

Many people are the Bull's Eye for daily shots
of the coffee drug, "caffeine," that strikes home in
wrecked nerves, upset stomach and weak heart.

on

Some think coffee don't hurt, but repeated
shots from the drug is pretty sure to batter down the
most rugged health in time. t
L

at

Vou

Better quit and get back to steady health by
using

(in
This

Food-Drin-

k

pi

is meeting: popular favor with thousands of former coffee drinkers.

color and a flavour quite like Java, but is positively free
Postum has the rich,
from the coffee drug, "caffeine,'' or any other harmful factor.
seal-brow-

n

Sold by grocers everywhere.

"There's a Reason" for POSTUH

COUSIN FANNIE'S

PENALTY

HAT

FOR

I0RSE TO LEAV
THE SANTA FE

By SUSAN LYNCH.

1URDER

ROUTE

When Aunt Rachel came Jo see us
one day last week I noticed the moment she stepped out of her automoMAN WHO MURDERED TWO PEO- bile that she had a millinery box CHIEF ENGINEER TAKES A POSIwith her.
PLE CHEERFULLY SUBMITS TO
TION WITH THE ROCK
I ran to the door to let her in,
THE NOOSE
ISLAND ROAD.
and as I offered to relieve her of the
package she said in a manner that
17. Pro- was
Topeka, Kan., March 17. C. A.
Shreveport, La., March
snippy, to say the least: "Not
testing to the very last that his wo- for you Lucile. Once in a while some Morse, chief engineer of the Atchi-soman accomplice was far more guilty one else must be remembered."
Topeka and Santa Fe railway,
There are times when I find Aunt and one of the leading authorities in
than he, Albert L. Watson was hangRachel very trying, but one has to
ed here today for his part in the
railway engineering work of the
make allowances for the peculiarities
C.
United States, has resigned his posi
Mrs.
C. Bailey.
murder of
Bailey, of the rich relatives, and
I always
who was the wife of the murdered feel it my duty to overlook any dis- tion in Topeka anti has accepted the
head of the engineering activities of
man, is serving, a five years sentence agreeable remarks she makes.
The hat she brought was a perfect the Rock Island lines with headquarin the penitentiary for her share in
dream. She said her milliner had per- ters in Chicago, infective the first
crime.
suaded
her to buy it against her better of
who
was
a
The murder of Bailey,
April, Mr. Morse will be chief enJudgment, and when she tried it on
the
was
mill
lumber
owner,
wealthy
before her own mirror she felt more gineer of the Rock Island lines, vice
result of a love affair between Airs. than ever that the long, drooping J. B. Perry, who has been given other
Bailey and Watson. According to the white plume and huge pink roses were duties.
This announcement came as a com- alleged confessions of the guilty pair too young for her. So she decided to
Mrs. Bailey conspired to rid herself give it to Cousin Fannie.
plete surprise in railway circles in
n,

Big

If Coffee

THREE

WATSON PAYS THE

Afkcis hiuKi

Can't Afford

Is Firing:

MARCH 17, 1913.

a most elaborate scale have been

completed for the celebration this
week of the centennial anniversary
of the birth of the explorer, David
The celebration will ex.
Livingstone.
tend to many parts of the United
In London the principal
Kingdom.
feature will be a, great demonstration in Albert Hall under the aus- pices of the Royal Geographical so
ciety. The archbishop of Canterbury
will preside, and the speakers will
include Lord Balfour and Sir Harry
Johnston, the noted African explorer.
In Glasgow a similar demonstration
has been arranged by the Royal Scottish Geographical society.
HAWAIIAN TEAM COMING
Honolulu, March 17. The baseball
team of tliP Chinese university of
Hawaii will sail tomorrow for, San
Francisco, io begin a tour of the United States, After a few coast imatch-es- ,
the team will go east, ending its
schedule with a series of ganiies with
New England colleges the latjter part
of June. The tour will comprise approximately 50,000 miles. The party
will include 15 players and will be in
charge of Captain Akana. Nearly all
the players were members of he team
which made a similar tour of the Unt-

ied States last year.

t

LEGISLATURE RESUMES.
Nashville, Tenn., March ,17. The

her husband and Watson agreed
to do away with his wife.
Mrs. Watson is believed to have
been killed in a Texas town in the
spring of 1912. A short time later
Watson came to Metcalf, La., where
Bailey operated a lumber mill, obtained employment and was taken into the Bailey home as a member of
the family. Bailey was murdered on
the night of September 2, 1912. When
Watson was arrested on suspicion he
first declared Bailey was slain by a
burglar.
Under the rigid examination of the
authorities Watson weakened and
made a clean breast of what he declared was a double murder plot. According to the confession he and Mra.
Bailey had entered into a compact at
Flannigan, Texas, by which Watson
was to poison his wife and Mrs.
of

Wa.tson declarBailey her husband.
ed he had fulfilled his part of the
agreement before coming to Louisiana.
Upon his arrival at Metcalf he
urged Mrs. Bailey to hurry her part
of the conspiracy. He declared that
the woman tried several times to
poison her husband but failed because
she did not know how to administer
the dose. Meantime Bailey became
suspicious and quarreled with his wife.
On the day of the tragedy she left
their home. Watson crept into the
house during the night, carrying a
heavy ax, with which he confessed he
murdered Bailey.
"When I raised that ax," Watson is
quoted as saying in his confession,

"to strike that sleeping man, I said
to myself: 'This will send your soul
to hell.' That's where I belong, and
the sooner I'm hanged the better I
shall be satisfied."
On the eve of execution Watson adhered to his declaration that Mrs.
Bailey had exerted a short of hyp
notic Influence over him that caused
him to accede to her request to kill
Bailey despite his own abhorrence of
his
the deed. He also reiterated
charge that Mrs. Bailey had poisoned
his wife.
Previous to the execution W. A.
Watson, a brother of the condemned
man, signed a formal document before
a notary pledging himself to take
care of his brother's three little girls
as if they were his own.
LONDON CELEBRATES TODAY.
March 17. NotwithstandLondon,
ing that this is Ho'iy Week today's
celebration of St. Patrick's Day in
the metropolis was the most notable
of recent years. Approaching home
rule served as an added incentive for
enthusiastic demonstrations on the
pnrt of the eons of Erin.

The Irish flag was

flying from

many public buildings, Bpecial services were held in the Catholic

churches, and the shamrock, or something representing it, was seen everywhere. The Irish troops at the various garrisons were given a day's
leave.

Following a custom established by
Queen Victoria and later observed by
Queen Alexandra, Queen Mary sent
to the battalion of Irish Guards on
duty at the Tower of London a large
quantity of shamrock, which were
distributed to the offioers and men
at parade this morning.
CONGRESS

ON

EDUCATION.

Paris, March 17. Delegates from
many countries, including the United
States, assembled in Taris today to
take part in the first international
congress on physical education. The
sessions, which will continue Beveral
days, are being held under the auspices of the faculty of medicine of
the University of Paris.

It was almost pathetic to see poor Topeka
today. Chief Engineer Morse
has been with the Santa Fe for the
last 27 years and has achieved a na

Cousin Fannie in that hat. She has
not the style or carriage to wear
such romantic finery. So as soon as
Aunt Rachel left the house I kindly
offered to relieve her of it.
"I'll give you $5 for that hat," I
said, "and then you can buy herself
a nice, sensible little turban that
will be of some real use to you."
"Why, Lucile," interposed mother,
"how can you offer $5 for that hat
when you must know that the plume
alone must be worth at least $25?"
I said no more, for I was hurt that
mother should receive so ungraciously
my desire to help Cousin Fannie.

That afternoon, while she and

Cou-

sin Fannie were at a meeting of their
jhurch guild, I decided to make a
few calls. I dressed in my pink and
white marquisette and then, Just for
tun, tried on Cousin Fannie's new hat.
It was so tremendously stunning with
my frock that I simply had, to leave
it on, for it was most satisfying to

ay artistic taste. Everywhere I went
that day I could see the hat created
quite a sensation.
As I was going home late in the
afternoon I happened to meet Canby
Fuller, who is now living in a bachelor apartment near us.
"You are a symphony in pink and
whl.e," he said admiringly as he
turned to walk my way. "Neapolitan
ice cream couldn't begin to look as
cool and refreshing as you do."
"Ice cream!" I exclaimed. "Do you
know, Canby, I've been making calls
nearly all this hot afternoon, and in
not one house have I been offered
anything cold to eat or drink?"
"You poor little thing!" laughed
Canby. nIf it weren't so near dinner
time and if the clouds in. the west
didn't look so threatening I'd insist
upon taking you over to Demonet's,
the new place where really and truly
French ices are served."
"Well I insist upon going," I returned gayly. "I'm sure it's not going
to rain."
But It did rain, and rain hard, as we
were going home. Canby felt dreadfully about my wetting but I assured
him that my gown was tubbable, and
that It didn't matter about the hat.
I always find that
nothing increases
a girl's popularity with man friends
more than the faculty of making light
of little annoyances and accidents.
"You are sjmply drenched," cried
mother as I ran into the house.
"And you've actually got on Fannie's
hat! It's a perfect sight!"
"I'm afraid, mother that I've caught
cold," 1 said. "I feel awfully shivery.
Will you please have Tilly bring me
some hot coffee?"
"Oh, Lucile, I hope it won't go to
your lungs," said mother.
"Don't worry, dear, for I'm sure Til
( happened to observe in the
glass
for mother is always foolishly anxious
if I have the least ailment.
After I had removed my wet garments and eaten the dinner that mother brought me on a tray 1 determined
to repair the damage done to Cousin
Dannie's hat. I took the feather off
and curled it with a penknife over
the gas Jet as I had seen grandmother
lo to her bonnet tips when I was a little girl.
As I stood before my dressing case
oe all right," I answered, sothingly,
Vhe becoming dlsoder of my curls and
it gave me an idea for a new coiffure.
was so much Interested that for a moment I forgot the plume in my hand.
nd then I was startled by the odor
if burning feathers. Of course the
plume was ruined. Somehow when-we- r
I try to be especially helpful or
economical some mishap is sure to
sccur.
When mother told Aunt Rachel how
sorry I was about the unfortunate accident all she said was that she should
Sliink mother would feel that she had
ilved in vain.
It Is simply cruel of Aunt "Rachel
.o say unkind
things to my dear
mother.

Encouragement.
think," inquired Rev. Mr.
3nodgrass, "that my revival services
ire having any practical effect?"
"Yes, some," acknowledged Deacon
Southpaw; "the last sugar I bought
f Grocer Smith was only two ounces
Ihort." Lipplncott's.
"Do you

Financial

Gossip.

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has
Said one man on the street, speak,
Tennessee legislature resumed busi- won its great reputation and exten- tag to a friend: "Well, money talks."
ness today after a recess olf several sive sale by ita remarkable cures of
"Maybe it does," answered the othcolds and croup. It can be er, "but all it ever said to me was
weeks.
Thirty Jays yet remain of coughs,
depended upon. Try it. Sold by all
'Good? "' I'athflndfir.
the rpgular session.
detilfTH.
Adv.
j

tional reputation in his line of duty.
In the 'last two years he has received
flattering offers from large engineer
ing concerns in this and other countries and it has been feared for
some time that he would be lost to
the Santa Fe. It is understood that
the offer of the Rock Island was far
in excess of the inducements of the
Santa Fe.
C. A. Morse entered the service of
the Santa Fe in 1880 in the construction department.
In 1890 he was
made assistant engineer. Later he
was appointed principal assistant engineer. From this position he was
appointed principal engineer and In
1903 was sent to Topeka as engineer
of the eastern lines of the Santa Fe.
Three yenrs inter ho was appointed
chief engineer of the A. T. and S. F.
proper and later was made acting
chief engineer of the coast lines with,
headquarters in Los Angeles.
A few months later he returned to
Topeka as assistant chief engineer of
the system and in 1909 was. appointed
to the head of the engineering department as chief engineer of the entire Santa Fe lines.
Mr. Morse will De a loss to the engineering department of th,e Santa
Fe. He is known In every section, of
the country and has been a factor In
the 'iupbuilding of the Santa Fo in
,
this western eoiiLtry.

GAS, SOURNESS

MD

INDIGESTION VANISH
AS SOON AS "PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN"
GETS IN STOMACH ALL
DISTRESS IS GONE.

"Really does" put bad stomachs in
order "really does" overcome Indigestion, dyspepsia, gas, heartburn and
sourness in five minutes that Just
that makes Pape's Diapepsin
selling stomach regulator in the
world. If what you eat ferments Into
stubborn lumps, you belch gas and
eructate sour, undigested food and
acid; head Is dizzy and aches; breath
foul; tongue coated; your insldes
filled with bile and indigestible waste,
remember the moment Diapepsin
comes in contact with the stomach
all such distress vanishes. It's truly
astonishing most marvelous, and the
Joy is Its harmlessness.
A large fifty-cecase of Pape's
Diapepsin will give you a hundred dollars' worth of satisfaction oi your
druggist hands you your money back.
It's worth its weight in gold to nioa
and women who can't get their stom
achs regulated. It belongs In your
home should always te kept handy
in case of a sick, sour upset stomach
during the day or at night. It's the
quickest, surest and most harmless
stomach doctor in the world. Adv.
THEIR HONEYMOON IN JAIL
Atlanta, Ga., March 17. Hurley Bullies may attempt to collect damages
from the United States for having to
spend his honeymoon in Jail. Balilos
and his bride spent ix months in a
cell because thry were wanted at witnesses in a murder trial. Being ignorant of the ways of the law they were
unable lo take Slops toward rescuing
their liberty and with all the stolsto
of north Georgia mountaineers they
settled down to housekeeping behind
the bars of Fulton tower. During a
portion of their Imprisonment they
were confined in the death, cell as no
other quarters were available.
The
release of the prisoners came after
their case was given publicity in. this
local newspapers.
It became known
today that Bailies is considering tak
ing legal steps lo obtain redress fo
his enforced idioms and the humiliation Buffered by hiiusi.-lend his
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ashamed ot.
"Reform the men!" Is a splendid
Let Uie legislative commitslogan.
tees pursue their investigations at
the right end. Let tnem make It inn
possible for men to haunt the shopping districts for evil purposes. Let
them make it a felony for any man
or boy to force his attentions- upon
a woman or girl. Let the police. arrest "mashers" on view, without
inwaiting for complaints from the
sulted women, and a great step will
have been taken toward solving the
of working girls. The betray-ioj problem
al of an innocent girl should land the
betrayer" In the penitentiary, and no
amount of money or family influence
should purchase his immunity. These
girls of the Chicago underworld know
what they are talking about. They
point to the men, the mean, vicious
and contemptible men, as the source
of their degredation and there lis
where the force of the law should
be felt. Give the working girl the
same protection, the same consideration under the law and the same
helpful countenance ot toe'ety as the
girl of the wealthy home, and in a
vast majority of cases it would he
seen that it Is not wages that send
girls to ruin.
p
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NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
-

Santa Fe, N. M., March 17. Articles
of incorporation have been filed by
the Sandoval Grant company, at
Socorro county, H. H. Lisle,
agent. The company Is capitalized at
$300,000, divided Into 5,000 shares at
$100.
It begins with $2,100. The
stockholders are: Thomas B. Catron,
Santa Fe, S shares; Charles H. Stooll,
New York, 4 shares; 1L H. Lisle,
9 shares; Gordon H. McCoy,
4 shares, and James E.
Wayne, 1, both
of Elmendorf.
The Gordon Panoramic Photo company also filed incorporation papers.
Its office is at Magdalena and T. W.
Wilson is the agent. It will do a
photo business. Capitalized at
$50,000, the stock is divided into 500
shares at $100. The stockholders are:
P. II. Goesling, of Luna, 30; T. W.
Wilson, of Luna, 10; Oscar Redemann,
of Socorro, 10; C. C. Gordon of Socorgen-eor-

ro,

DO.

Bids Asked

The state engineer, James A.
French, has issued a call for bids for
the printing of statistics on the water
supply as compiled during the past
two years. These statistics will show
in detail all the records of stream
measurements made In New Mexico
in 1911 and 1912.
New Road Work
who brought to a suc-

C. B. Morrill,

termination the Alamogordo-Cloudcroroad, now goes to Santo
Domingo to direct a camp of men at
work on the road from that point to
cessful

ft

Jennings, La., has adopted the commission plan of government.
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
Colonel Roosevelt has promised to Albuquerque.
,
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
attend a conference of his Pennsyl
Educational Matters
PAID FOR
The state superintendent of educa
vania followers in Philadelphia this
month.
tion, Alvnn X. White, lias issued a cirare guaranteed the
Advertisers
It is expected that the republican cular letter to county school superin
Gargeet dally and weekly circulation caucus of the Sixty-thircongress tendents in regard to aid asked to
In northern New will
n newspaper
Representative Maun of maintain school. Says Mr. White:
VTlCO.
"We have carefully reviewed the reIllinois as minority leader in the
house.
ports made by you with reference to
Victor Berger, for two years the aid needed by districts In order to
; KLEPHONES
lone
socialist representative in con- maintain five months of school. We
Main
F SINES OFFICE
has returned to Milwaukee to find that In many instances districts
gress,
Jiaip
KEW5
resume the editorship of his newspa- are reported which have not made the
maximum levy of 13 mills as provided
per In that city.
MARCH 17, 1913.
MONDAY,
Senator Ashurst of Arizona, aged by law. For some districts, aid is
38, Senator Shepherd of Texas, aged asked, when the total expenditures
S9, and Senator Lea of Tennessee, already made for maintaining the term
Kfcl-'OK11IK 3IEN"
aged 34, are ealled the babies of the of five months amount to $300 or
United States senate.
more, or when the total amount availThose were pitiful pleas that came
A special election will be held in able for the year will already reach
ut of the muck and the mire of the
the Thirteenth Massachusetts district this amount for each school room,
undei world to the commission in- on
Apri't Z to elect a successor to without state aid."
vestigating the conditions of labor Representative John Weeks, who re
He adds that no aid will be given to
.lor women in Chicago. These please
become
to
sena
United
States
any district which has not made the
signed
were not for better ray for girls, not tor. ..
maximum special levy of 15 mills as
tven for shorter hours, but tor proIn the Sixty-thirSenator
provided by Sections 6, 7 and 8 of
congress
tection against the hundreds of huof New Hampshire will be Chapter 51 of the Laws of 1912.
Gallinger
man brutes who prey upon unsus- the
oldest. senator in point of service
Aguilar County
pecting and unguarded girlhood, says while Senator Stephenson of Wiscon
J. Frank Curns, from Wagon
the Kansas City Journal. The cries sin,
aged '84, will be the oldest in Mound, Btated today that the reports
came from those who had fallen deep
circulated that the proposed county of
years.
into the abyss and who from the pit
A curious similarity exists In the Aguilar will take a slice out of Union
of their own hopelessness asked that careers of me two new senators from
county "are utterly untrue." Mr.
salvation might be provided for their
John F. Shafroth and Curns said that the new county will
Colorado,
Innocent sisters before the fatal steps Charles S. Thomas. Both were reared
be made from Colfax and Mora.
.are taken.
in Michigan and educated at the UniSomehow this phase of the investiversity of Michigan and both have
"So Kitty and Jack have quargation grips hard upon the sensibili- served as governor of Colorado.
reled "
ties. It seems to drive right at the
Woodrow Wilson is the second
"Yes, she told him that when they
heart of the whole miserable busi- Princeton graduate to become presimeet again it must he as strangers.'1
ness and point the way toward a dent of the United States. The
first
"Jack doesn't seem to mind it
xemedy that 'could be applied im its was James ' Madison, who graduated
much."
of
and
wages from Princeton in 1771. The
own right
irrespective
high
"Well, you see, he "knows that if
or conditions of tabor. Strangely honors are still divided by Harvard
all
in'
'
they meet as strangers she's hound
enough, nothing has been said
University and William and Mary to start a flirtation with him."
those investigations pf labor condiCollege, witlr three presidents each.
tions about the necessity of repressIndiana has furnished four vice
ing the vultures who at every turn presidents of the 'United .States, two
Mrs. Subbubs, to neighbor's child
la our large cities seek to trip the republicans and two- - democrats. The Oh, there is the dozen fresh eggs I
unwary feet of womanhood. The republicans were' Schuyler Colfax and asked your mother to send over. How
lawmakers and the big philanthro- Charles W. Fairbanks, and the demo-- ! much are they, Mary?
pists do not seem to grasp the full crats Thomas A. Hendricks and the
The Child Please'm, its 40 cents.
significance of the demand to "re- Incumbent, Thomas R. Marshall. In But mother cays if you grumble its
form the men.' While commissions addition to 'these the Hoosier state 3o.
are investigating wages, sanitation has furnished three unsuccessful canand the immediate environment of didates for vice president.
the women who work, everywhere
Judge Nathan Goff, the new Unit
&ro the unspeakable men who force ed States senator from West Vir
their attentions upon poor girls and
ginia,', he had a most distinguished I
drag them down to abandonment. career. In the: civil war he served
And these men are free to come ana In the Union
army and was brevct-tea
go and do their nefarious work witn-ibrigadiers
general. President
the pale of the law. No wonder Grant made Titm district attorney in 1
Will go where'Iany other car
Uie cries of the helpless come out
West Virginia and PresMent Hayes
vj
will go
of the dark, "Reform Hie men!"
appointed him secretary of the navy.
Here in Kansas City the same evil President Harrison apolnted him cir- a
xi4ts, on a somewhat smaller scale, cuit
judge in 1892 and last year PresWill go where other cars can- perhaps, but quite as distinct as in ident Taft made him judge of the 1
I not go -- ' At the hour wnen most of
Chicago.
United States circuit court oi apthe big department stores, shops and i peals.
offices close one may see hundreds of;
Maine, Michigan, New Hampshire, ;i WiU go when any other car
men lounging about,
idle,
and Nevada are to vote on
Nebraska
Ogling and simpering and waiting tor equal suffrage this year.. Next year,
the chance that is sure to come. it is expected, the question will be
These men are shameless and persis- decided in Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,
tent Dead to every sentiment of Illinois, Maryland. Massachusetts, ( Will go when other cars can
not go
decency, they go about picWng their Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, New
victims, and the precious law which Jersey, Oklahoma, Rhode Island,
assumes to throw its protecting arms South Carolina. Tennessee,
Texas
Made of Vanadium steel,
ahaut the helpless girls stands deaf and Wisconsin, t In Delaware, MIS'
and mute while this awful traftic sisBippI, Kentucky, North Dakota,
lightest, strongest, toughest
flourishes. And here In Kansas City New York, Virginia and i'annsylva-ni- a
resteel known, making it strong'
there are many young men of
the vote on the question la to he
who deem it great
families
spectable
1915.
light, easy to operate.
womanhood by deferred until
port to tempt young
a lavish display of money spending
In
"joy-ride- "
leanings
Wife, with suffragette
and by invitations to
W.
BOURNE
dine
and
It Is lm
women
automobues
Until
the
vote,
get
fathers'
heir
in
of
these possible for them to get justice
AGENT
at ,,'.i wful rorts. Tme
d
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OF MURDER
DOCTOR ACCUSED
PROBABLY WILL BE TRIED
FOURTH TIME.

A BOY

Kansas City, March 17. After having deliberated ein.ee 10 o'clock
Thursday night, the jury in the case
of Dr. B. Clarke Hyde, on trial for
the murder of Colonel Thomas H.
Tonight closes a day set aside for Swope,
millionaire
philanthropist,
Saint reported at 12:35 p. m. today a dis- hor.orng the most illustrious
Patrick. On this day, in various cities agreement and was discharged.
in the world, people observe the occa fv The Jury stood nine for acquittal,
sion by parades and other general three for conviction.
The first ballot stood" seven for
displays. This year, however, as they
day conies n Holy Week, there w:is conviction and five for acquittal.
nothing of this sort. The day may This vote remained unchanged until
be observed with ceremony on Easter Friday night, when there was a
to nine tor acquittal and
Monday if any Irish societies wish to
do so.
three for conviction since until disSaint Patricy, commonly called the charge today there had been no
Apostle of Ireland, according to the change.
fact gathered concerning him, was
born at Banavem Tabernacle, in Scotland, a few miles west of Glasgow.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
His father was Calporuius, deacon in
Kansas City, Aio March 17. Catthe church, and was a man of means tle Receipts 8,000, including S00
and standing. When Saint Patrick southerns. Market higher. Native
was 16 years old he was captured hy steers $7.609.00; southern steers
pirates and carried off to Ireland, $0.758.25; southern cows and heifwhere he was sold to Milius, chieftain ers $4.25 7.75; native cows and heii-er- s
of North Dalaradia in the northern
$4.258.50; stockers and feeders
part of Ireland. He lived as a slave $G.75S.40; bulls $5.507.25; calves
for six years, employed in tending $7.0010.25; western steerss $7.00
cattle. In this sad condition he was 8.73; western cows 4.257.00.
driven to seek the consolation of God,
Hogs Receipts 3,000. Market highand he learned to wait upon the di- er. Bulk of sales $S.809.00; heavy
vine will.
$S.758.90; packers and butchers
In obedience to a divine intimation $S.80g9.OO;
light $8.909.05; pigs
he fled from his master and journey $7.508.00.
ed south 200 miles. He found a ship
Sheep Receipts 9,000. Market high-.- !
bound for France and after a little er. Muttons $3.507.00; Colorado
parley was taken on board as servant, lambs $8.25 8.90; range wethers
and in three days landed at the mouth
$G.OO8.00; range ewes
of the Loire.
$5.006.75.
Then for 28 days Patrick traversed
a wild country with the ship's com
pany until they reached Marseilles.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Here he cartod from his companions
Chicago, March 17. Wheat prices
and went to Tours, where the famous hardened today on account of the
Some accounts fact that
Martin was bishop.
pit traders were apparently
state that Saint Patrick's mother was oversold.
This was especially the
the sister of Martin, and if this la case in the May option. Liverpool re- true, his going to Tours was more nat ports of improved demand from the
ural. He lived with Martin for four continent tended to help the bulls.
years and at last returned to Scot Opening prices were
lower to
land. But the desire to devote him
higher. May started at 88
self to preaching the gospel to the to
lower to
carying from
Irish was strengthened by visions and
cent advance, and rose to 88.
voices and he went to Auxerre in The close was nervous with May
France to be consecrated by Bishop net lower at 88.
Amator. It was on this occasion that
May corn opened unchanged to
he assumed the name of Patrick by cent up at 51
to 51
and fell to
which he is now exclusively known.
The
to
but
reacted
51,
In 403 he began "his missionary close was firm at 51
for May, a net
work in Ireland, and the rest of his loss of
lalong life was spent in Incessant
May oats started a sixteenth to
bors with commensurate success. He off at 3232
declined
to
came to Ireland with a thorough to
and rallied to 32.
knowledge of the language and of Notwithstanding an advance in hogs
the people and seems to have en provisions wavered at the outgt.
countered little opposition. He found First sales were 2
P
lower to 7
no Christians and left no heathen. It with May $20.70 for pork; $10.C2
is probable that he died at Armagh for lard, and $10.80 for ribs. The
in 4C3. His bell is in the museum of closing quotations were as follows:
arts and sciences in Dublin. His Wheat, May
July 88; Sepcrosier was preserved until the re- tember 88.
formation, but then unfortunately
Corn, May
July 53; Sepburned.
tember 54.
Besides the Patrick of history there
Oats, May
July 32; Septemis the Patrick of legend and the less ber
32.
attractive Patrick of controversy, but
Pork, May $20.70; July $20.27;
these have more or less enhanced the September $19.65.
reputation of the man, and doubtless
Lard, May 510.67; July $10.62;
have no foundation.
September $10.62.
Ribs, May $10.80; July $10.62.
She Did you bear the thunderstorm last night
He No, there was a suffragette
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
meeting in the next house to mind.
New York, March 17 Traders were
WAS OBLIGED TO TEND CATTLE
IN IRELAND, FROM WHICH
HE RAN AWAY
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Ethel Why do you wear gloves
while learning to play whist.
Edith Oh, Jack says I must never
let anyone see my hand.
Adam heard them blame the cost
of living on :he middleman.
"The only thing they don't blame

on the first man," he thankfully
served.

ob-

A New York concern has failed because the narrow skirt crowded out
the petticoat. .Now we know what

was wroiiff with the narrow skin.

Clever? Oh, very'. Why
h .sapltigh
she has brains enougu tor two.
Keene Then snes the girl
Mis
you .ought to marry.
"Fine night," said Smithers, glancing at the heavens.
"No,", replied the Boston girl, "you
mean infinite."
"Hast Agnes achieved popularity in

her suburban home?"
"Yes! she keeps her doors wide
open aiid her mouth tight shut."
When ' a woman makes a hairpin
answer a a buttonhook he goes to
extremes.

prepared for lower prices today, owing to the abandonment of the Harri-mta- n
dissolution plan, further gold
exports and continuance of light
money rates. The Hantaan stocks
moved widely in London before the
opening here, but the weakness of
Union Pacific and the strength of
Southern Pacific abroatf were fully
reflected here on initial prices. The
market in general did not come up to
expectations In point of movement
or volume of business. Southern Pacific ultimately fell taek nearly to
Saturday's close, despite the gradual
improvement of the rest of the market Bonds were heavy.
Speculation dragged along, despite
an early announcement from Washington that there would he no decision
in the Minnesota rate case today.
Goodrich was sold freely and touched
record.
30, a new low
Liquidation of New Haven and somi

(

j

in which Union Pacific and Steel
were conspicuous. New Haven dropto 114.
ped 4
The market closed weak. Prices
hovered near th.e lowest in the final
hour. Business was much reduced and
fluctuations were narrow. Union Paciand
fic, Canadian Pacific, Reading
Steel were foremost in the day's decline. Much weakness was also shown
by a long list of specialties Including
Goodrich, Rubber, Petroleum stocks
other recent flotations.
The last sales for the day were:
69
Amalgamated Copper
Ill
Sugar, bid
Atchison
..101
155
Reading.
98
Southern Pacific
147
Union Pacific
t
69
United States Steel
107
United States Steel, pfd

S

For the Society Girl, For the Business
t

Woman, For the Athletic Girl

.

Bacharach's Coats and Suits Represent
Stylishness-Eas-

Comfort-Goo- d

y

Service

This cut portrays only one of our most po
pular styles, from a line of hundreds of smart
models.

Spring Line of Silks Superb In Color
Blendlngs and Qualities
Charmeous, Fancy Jap Silks and Foulards are proo
fusely shown.
'THE

STORE OF QUALITY"

.

)

The Kalkans will now fight their
own bt'J's, but the powers will look
afttr tli' spoil.

low priced specialties induced renewed pressure against the general list,

E.LASVECAS.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, MONDAY,
Leon S. Moise of Santa

'e came in

pehMnals

j

HOLY VEEEl BEGUN

visit.

INTEREST WORKS

E. C. de Baca lieutenant governor

Jonn Stroud is in the city today
from Albuquerque oil" a business visit.
V. Montoya,of "Vvatrous came in last
iifew days' business visit
night foi?
'
here.
).,
11 known
E. B. FIeishna
business
man of Albuquerque, was a business
visitor here today.
Ed. J. McWenie left Saturday night
oi a business visit at Watrous and
returned' last night
Mrs. Bertha Chambers left yesterday afternoon a short visit with
friends at Trinidad.
County Clerk Lorenzo Delgado returned Saturday night from a busi
ness visit in Santa Fe.
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent K. Jones came
in last night from Trinidad where Mr.
Jcnes has been on business.
S. J. Kirkhuff
of Sapello was a
business visitor here today and is
stopping at the Plaza hotel.
O. A. Gates of Albuquerr;:;? came
in from that place last night and will
be a visitor here for a few days.
"
George" E. Morrison," a local civil
left
yesterday afternoon on
engineer,
a short business visit to Ribera.
Allan McDonald, representative for
the Milwaukee Dustless Brush com
pany, was in the city today on business.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Mertsching have
returned from Portland, Oregon, after
a few weeks' visit with relatives at
that place.
W." B. Mathews, photographer for
the Santa Fe Railway Employes Magazine, came in yesterday on a short
business visit here.
Mrs. Nellie Hansen and daughter,
.;iss Mary, left last night for El Paso
where: they will be for a few days visiting Leonard Hansen.

We have rounded ufc the choicest selection of all sorts of
merchandtfce for Spring and
Summer. We know we need
not remind you that style, quality and prices arc fight when
you come to usv

,

of the state, left this afternoon for
Santa Fe on business.
Ed Reynolds returned this afternoon from Los Angeles where he has
been for the ast winter on a vaca-

WITH SOLEMN
CEREMONY

or stolen.
Open an account here and let yoor money earn 4 per cent interest.
4 (fv On Savings Accounts
2
On Checking Accounts

tion.

PEOPLES BANK
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nt
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soci-jtui-
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Iriquols-Seml-nol-

Dept. of Agriculture in Experiment Station Bulletin
says that ten cents worth of wheat supplies almost
three times as much protein and ten times as much energy as
round steak, and wifh some other cuts of meat the difference is
.
even greater.
If then, one really desires to reduce her weekly meat and grocery
oi" her oven.
bills, she need only make more use

THE U.142S.

'

I Who ever heard man, woman or child complain, that

good

home-mad-

e

biscuits, muffins, cake and cookies appeared on the table too often? Instead the
tendency is "to make a meal of them" and the variety is so great that something
you bake yourself could well be the chief feature of every meat

Home Baking is Simplified by
the Use of K C Baking Powder
th It
k

it.

S

'rti '

J

i

i

''

i

With K C, you can make things moist and rich yet have them
mixed
light and feathery, wholesome and digestible. Biscuits may be not
the night before and baked fresh for breakfast Muffins need
be drv and heavv. You can make a cake so light that you n
hardly get it out of the pan whole, yet it will not fall.
.
. .
- .
.
tr
ie C is not like the old fashioned baking powders, it is aouoie
is
acting and continues to give off leavening gas until the dough
cooked through. K C is sold at a fair price a large can for 25
Racri- i i u
if ctrncrth nnrl nnritv
,
a iia wuuiu
wfjv--- .
t.ciii:. Tu:
j wrf
ficed, but every can is fully guaftonteed under State and National
tj,..a KrA i...... nmltn nltnp. We t .ke all the chances. Your
money back if you do not get better results with K C than any
baking powder you ever used. (
j
Include a can in your next grocery order, try some of the new
will
recipes that appear in ttiiE paper from time to time. Then you
have gone far toward solving this vexinp 'Cont of Living" problem.

TRUST CO.

(EL

110.000.00

CAPITAL

I

.

Home akincS Reduces
C t of Jv

A DAY

and never takes a vacation.
Money kept at home or in the pocket earns no interest and is in constant danger of being; lost

.

Las-Veg-

24 HOURS

365 days a year, observes no holiday

Judge Waldo, solicitor for the
Santa Fe Railway company, left this MANY RELIGIOUS OBSERVANCES
OF INTEREST WILL OCCUR
afternoon for Colorado Springs on a
BEFORE SUNDAY.
few weeks' business visit.
Suits
returned
Tailored
Mies
Rebecca
Henriquez
Ladies and Misses
Yesterday was Palm Sunday, the
from Santa Fe yesterday where she
from $7.50 to $20 00
first
in
day of Holy. Week, it Is celethe
has been serving
legislature
brated by the Roman Catholic and
Ladies and Misses Coats from
the capacity of postmistress.
af-- : Episcopal
churches, together with
$7.50 to 515.00
Guy Lewis and family left this
where certain other ancient orthodox deMich.,
for
ternoon
Pawpaw,
fabrics
in
All leading styles
they will locate. They have been nominations, by the blessing and dis
at popular prices. We have a
residents of Las Vegas for the past tribution of palms. Palms are used
to remind the faithful that, upon His
more and
popular
six months.
i entry into Jerusalem,
and
of
E.
line
of
dress
Christ was met
J.
Mrs.
Mr. and
Cyreue
goods
priced
nere
who scattered
by
visitors
yesterwere
acclaiming
throngs
than
ever.
wash goods
Chapelle
day and today. Mr. Cyrene is em palms under His feet. This was but
ployed by the Santa Fe railway com- j a few short days6' before His cruj cifixion,
when He gave up His life
at
Cahpelle.
pany
Hoffman &
a
was
that, all who believed in Him might
Eduardo Lujan of Santa Fe
visitor here for a short time yester-- , be saved. One of the futures of the
THE POPULAR PRICE STORE
Sole AgeaU lor the Cclebnted Dorolhy DxU
day. He was on his way to Kansas observance of Pa'im S'l .day is the
'
Shoe for Women"
City where he wiil enter the employ reading of the gospel duccrihing the
Agealthr the NEW IDEA Ten Cent Puierat
of the Western Union Telegraph com-ln- events leading up to the crcifixion
of Christ
PKon Main 104
as an operator.
Other important days in Holy
II. E. Bergman, storekeeper for the
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe( Week are Thursday and Friday. It
was on Holy Thursday that Christ
af-- ,
Railway company, left yesterday
METHODISTS STILL
ternoon for Santa Fe, on account of instituted the sacrament of holy
the death of his father, who will be communion, through which His faithburied at Santa Fe. Mr. Herman's ful disciples, through all succeeding
HOLD THE LEAD
father, Colonel E. H. Bergman, died. ages have been able to unite with
Him and bring to mind His passion
in Colorado Saturday.
and death. It was on Holy Thursafternoon
this
train
On
a
special
CHRISTIANS
ARE UNABLE
TO
the following officials ct the Santa day, also, that the Christian ministry
DEFEAT THEM IN THE SUNFe Railway company passed through was established; according to CathDAY SCHOOL LEAGUE.
here on their way to Trinidad and olic doctrine.
Good Friday, the
anniversary of
other places east of here: W. B.
Standing of Sunday School League.
was cruwhich
the
Fox.
Christ
C.
upon
day
F.
vice
president;
Storey,
Won Lost Pet.
western cified, Is another important day In
of
the
manager
general
0
6
1.000
Methodists
oclines; J. M. Kurn, general superin the church calendar. It was the
3
3
.500
Baptists
of the great sacrifice for the
casion
Su
and
western
lines,
the
of
tendent
2
3
.400
Christians
Ben Strickfadden, representative for
perintendent F. L. Myers of the New salvation, of mankind.
2
3
.400
Y. M. C. A.
the International Harvester company, Mexico division.
At the Church of the Immaculate
1
5
.166
Presbyterians
left yesterday afternoon on a short
Conception the following
services
Standing of Indian League.
business visit over his territory.
will be held during Holy Week:
4
0
1.000
Pueblos
A. H. West, railway conductor on
Tuesday and Wednesday nights,
2
1
.666
Apaches
the Santa Fe branch, came in yester- BIO BOWLING
sermon for the Spanish-speakinpeo1
1
.500
Iriquois
day afternoon from Levy, where he
ple of the congregation, followed by
1
.250
3
Seminoles
has been visitng his wife, who resides
2
0
.000
AI THE ELKS' CLUB benediction ofandthe blessed sacrament.
Navajos
there.
Thursday
Friday evenings, serArthur. Judefi 'a' former business
mon for the English-speakinpeople
The promised surprise in the Sunand at present JIMMIE DUNCAN AND JOEY DAN of the congregation. The Friday
iman of
rames
day School Basketball League
the Regime Shoe comevening services will be followed by
ZIGER WILL CAPTAIN TEAMS
at the Y. M. C. A. Saturday night representing
was in the city toof
New
York,
the djevotlon of the way of the cross
pany
MEN
EACH.
25
OF
did not materialize. The Christians
his customers. '
and
benediction of the blessed eacra-meday
visiting
had it all "doped" out that they would
All day Thursday the bleiod
left
Thornhill
Mrs.
John
yesterday
on
Next Wednesday evening
the
beat the Methodists, but they recksacrament will be ej rosed for ihe
will attend the bowling
where
she
for
Pueblo,
will
at
Elks'
home
the
machine-likalleys
oned without the usual,
Deoccur one of the most interesting veneration of the faknful, the varioas
woik of the leaders of the league. meeting of the grand lodge of the
was and
Mrs.
Thornhill
Honor.
of
gree
attending 'u
Yvhile the Christians tried hard and
exciting contests since the club guilds and
bodies at different "lours. The sacrafrom the local lodge
the
delegates
was
Two
teams
composed
could
opened.
not
the
played well, they
keep
H. H.: Twytord 'of Hot SpringsArk., of 25 men each, one to be captained ment will not be returned to the tabpace that the fleeing Methodists set.
who
for the past few days has been a by Joe Danziger and the other by ernacle of the main altar until Fri8.
42
was
to
score
final
The
day morning, and devoted Catho'tics
The Presbyterian-Baptis- t
game was visitor here with the intention o lo Jimmie Duncan, will bowl for what
will remain in prayer before it dur"All
be
as
for
will
is
known
the
leave
to
Wichita,
Championtonight
much closer .an the score Indicates, cating,
The two cap- ing the watches of the night.
35 to 23. The little Presbyterian for- Kan., on a short business visit. He ship of the Alleys."
On Good Friday "mass of the
to
near
in
future
old
the
rivals, the former
tains, who are
wards played their usual fast game will return here
is said, the priest not
team
an
of
locate.
much
was
team
edge
and the Baptist
work
Danziger
'having
bread and wine
the
better.
Professor J, C' Slaker, Frank Con on,e pin on three games, promise to consecrating
hut using the wafer
that
upon
day,
be
will
of
two
teams
that
Basketball league don, Frank H. H. Roberts, Jr., and organize
In the Indian
on the previous day. No
the Apaches were beaten by the Pu- "Dutch" Ehrick left this morning for about the same strength as the for- consecrated
on Good Friday and
run
are
bells
e
eblos, 20 to 5, and the
San Geronimo where they expect to mer ones.
are
the
altars
draped In somber
to
which
all
two
the
fagame,
was
won
in
the last
Following
game
spend several days exploring the
of
token
la
black,
mourning.
seconds by the former by the close mous cave. Upon reaching Bridge Elks' wives, families and friends and
the
commemoraaion
Easter
Sunday,
a
are
invited, sumptuous
score of 13 to 11.
street the party was informed that visiting Elks
of the birth of Christ, will be celethe
will
be
arrangeheld,
several explorers who entered the banquet
car- brated with great pomp and devotion.
George H. Hunker returned'" last cave had never emerged. For a time ments for which will be carefully
Hundreds of communicants will rein
busl-npsout
"Chef"
detail
s
Golke,
ried
by
there was a tendency to abandon the
Saturday evening from a short
ceive the sacrament of communion.
visit In the Bstancia Valley.
trip, but the combined "bravery of the who promises to have such a spread
There will be special musical serfriends
quartette, was sufficient to prevent as will delight the wives and
vices.
who
all
heroes
and
defeated
the
of
of
to
V.
Mrs.
such action. The party expects
Quensil and daughters
Chicago came in yesterday and will be find the buried treasure about which attend.
Those who will bowl under the
visitors in the city for the next few Charles Doll, "alias" '"Duffy," used
of Joe Danziger are E. E.
tell."
to
leadership
days.
ONE KILLED AND TWO
Johnson, Dr. C. S. Losey, H. E. Hoke,
Joe Ament, Harry Martin, L. C. Wit-teBBaaB3KBaSXlBBSBKBKBS;ElEMMIESBSHIIMBMBBM
F. R. Lord, John. Rudulph, WalHURT IN A HOLD-U- P

Imitolli

FIVE

17, 1913.
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BYHABD HUSTLING

MARCH

ter

Holi,e, W. C. Dennis,

C. H. Bally,

Saul Rosenthal, Dr. E. L. Hammond,
W. H. Springer, R. F. Johnson, M.
Danziger, Simon Bacharach, F. M.
Herbert W.
Lyon, John McGulre,
Gehring, Bert Amundson, Charles Onion, Sib Nahm, Dan Stern, Herman C.
Ilfeld, Charles Ilfeld, Ed Lewis. Chester Hunker, Johnnie Rumohr, R. J.
Taupert.
Those who will line up with the
genial Captain Duncan are, Charles
P. Trumbull, Dave Conway, Edwari
J. McWenie, Manuel O. Henriquez,
Frank Strass, Judge David J. Leahy,;
O. M. Ward.-C.vWG. Ward, John:
Harris, Alfred Lujan, Fred Nolette,,
Hallett Raynolds, Carl Werta,
Dr. H. M. Smith, Ike Bacharach, Charles Greenclay, E. R. Russell, "Riley" Whitcomb, Judge William J. Mills, Dr. M. F. Des Marals,
avid WlnternWz, Jake Stern, Arthur C. Meld, T. M. Elwood, H. P.
Brown,e, E. G. Murphey, D. T.
P. D. McElroy, Dick Devine.
Owing to the fact that all of the
above mentioned men are crack bowlers It has been decided that It' will
not take more than one game to decide the skill of these bowlers and
for the purpose of ading tip the immense scores that are sure to be
made the committee in charge of the
clerical end of the contest have bor
rowed an adding machine from the
San Miguel National bank. The time
set for the game to start is 8 o'clock.
Be there, Bill, with yonr family and
friends.
Charles-Danziger-

Hos-Jdn-

s,

ALBUQUERQUE IS THE SCENE OF
A FATAL SHOOTING LAST
EVENING
N.
M., March 17.
Albuquerque,
a machinist at the
Otto
Santa Fe shops, of 724 South Secpnd
street, last night shot and killed Ltus
Benavides and wounded Rafael Par-ga- s

and Prudewio Garcia.

Pargas

may die, but Garcia probably will recover. The dead man lived south of
the city. Pargas' and Garcla's homes
also are south of here.': The shooting
occurred about 9:30 o'clock.
o
Benavides, T'ari?as, Garcia and
Gomez were' driving home from
Albuquerque in Gomez's buggy when
on a lonely
they met Buckmann
stretch of road just outside the west
fence enclosing the railroad shops, Gomez said. Buckmann struck the horse,
and the three who were later shot,
jumped from the buggy, according to
Gomez. He said that Buckmann opened fire without a word.
The first bullet struck Benav.des
in the center of the breast, killing him
almost instantly. His white shirt was
the wound,
powder burned around
showing that the shot was fired at
close range.
Buckmann says he fired five shots.
Pargas was struck in the right hand
and in the right side of the abdomen.
Garcia received three bullets. Two
entered his right shoulder and one lils
Mx hand.

Buckmann's account of the shooting the others concerned, saying that they into effect, they may all be proceed.
He told Undursheriff Dick not only assaulted him but that two ed against on account of such con-LewiB that he thought the men were of them chased him fully a quarter of spiracy, even though the criminal liathey a mile after the shooting had taken bility of the tax debtor for the fraud
going to hold him up when
Itself has been specifically extin
had place.
He
jumped out of the buggy.
his
of
broken
guished
its
by the commissioner of inhe
when
in
his
Stripped
English,
$o00
pockets
nearly
with the concurrence
ternal
revenue,
account of the affair Is as follows:
was arrested.
of the treasury."
of
the
Now
secretary
the
will
about
tell
the
I
truth
Undersheriff Lewis, accompanied by
The Jurors were Informed that they
Gomez and Jos to Leyba, ftent to the whole thing, and I hope you will print
home of Fred Lehmann, 1601 South it that way. I was up to see my friend had authority to look Into the oleoArno street, and found Buckmann and Fred at his home and I was coming margarine business and that of manLehmann there. The officer entered back to my room at 724 South Second ufacturing cotton seed oil, and to
the door withj his revolver drawn 1- -d street. Fred's last name Is Lehmann. bring witnesses here from any part
covered Buckmann. Buckmann
had He lives at 1601 South Arno. When I of the country. If there was a comhis revolver, wilh which he did the had crossed the railroad track and mon understanding among manufacway, four men, maybe turers, Judge Landis instructed, it
shooting, a .45 caliber "New Police" walked
Colt's pattern. He had reloaded the more, passed me in a buggy. I saw "will be your duty to inquire wltn
'
them go as far as the crossing and very great care whether any public
cylinder.
The undersheriff took Buckmann to then turn back. They were talking officer or agent of the government
a
and all had a conscious part In the arrangethe county jail In a taxicab. On the bad words, about
I ment."
didn't
that
but
hurt
anything.
that,
way Buckmann gave his statement,
I
me.
meant
know
didn't
they
men
were
believed
he
the
t
buying
When I got as far as the corner of
about to rob him and he shot them.
the
fence around the ' shops they ELECTRICITY TO AGE CHEESE
to
went
his
friend's
Afterward he
me. Two men got
home, he said. Whether he toid his caughmt up with
of
the
out
back
of
the
buggy and came Hollander Announces Complete Sue1
friend of the shooting, the officer did
cess of Most Important Expert- - j
toward me. I was about ten yards
not learn.
i'
ments He Had Undertaken.
to
Then
up.
from
got
the
they
buggy.
Gomez, who returned to the scene
me and like a shot something hit me
of the killing, after leaving the
Another use has been found for eleo-- j
said no one leaped from on the head, and I fell down in the '.rlcity, that of aging cheese. An in- 1 didn't know what it was. Then lustrial electrician of
Rotterdam, Hol-- i
his buggy until Buckmann hit the road.
on me. They fartdj through a long series of experi-- i
men
or
five
four
jumped
anynot
did
Buckmann
horse.
say
tried tg take my money. And then I ments. found tliat he could take an'
thing, according to Gomez, but when,
from my pocket the gtin and ausolutely fresh cheese and In one'
they got out lie began firing Gomez pulled
It two years. Inj
1 was on my back in lay actually "age"
&aid he remained in the Duggy until began to shoot
ather words, by means of electricity
Buckmann opened fire. He ran to the road.
he would make this fresh cheese haVS
I shoot as long as I have' any loads ill the consistency, taste and appear-- :
the
home of Undersheriff Lewis,
buckmann called out that he would left. That was five shots. Then-- get ance of a fine cheese that had been
up and run, and two of them run after stored away and carefully aged for
uoot him, Gomez declared.
two years.
wounded
in there places, me. I loaded my gun as I ran. They
Garcia,
He takes a fresh cheese and sub-- j
cross
ditch
me
as
as
the
far
followed
must have climbed back into the
It to an alternating current Atj
lects
Then
In
the
the
tracks
Highlands."
houni of ccu4
uuggy. H.e drove to tne home o Pa
the end of twenty-fou- r
ma and' I went to Btant
trolman Pablo Lujan, in Barelas, and they quit following
alternating electrical current
Fred's Vf'jse, Fred was In 'bed. He through this cheese it possesses al
mrgas, wounded twice, went to Goface and my the properties of a fine
mez s house. If Buckmann's story is washed my head and my
J
Then cheese.
were
hands
all
which
bloody;
true, Pargas must have been one of
This has naturally aroused great !a,
eame. That's all. ' '
the
sheriff
those who chased him. He was not
cheese-maAsked where he had bought the gun terest in Holland, where
thought to be dangerously wounded he declared that he got It a year and Ing is one of the big industries. It Ift,
inM thn olpMrlHnn claims ha can &Q
at tirst, but a physician sent him to a
half ago In New York City. ' The
T,
&t. Joseph's
hospital. Garcia was sheriff's office claims It is a new wea-po- many other things with cheese
means of electricity, including an IK
from
Lujan's
iken to the hospital
He said that he was a machinist paratus that will enable the manrp
home, where he fell in the door as the at the local Santa Fe
shops and .thit Tacturer to so graduate and direct'
oiheer opened it at his knock.
electrical action of this nature as to
Buck35 next month.
would
he
be
The place where the shooting oc- mann
cheese any taste desired and any
give
arid
he
explained that Lehmann
curred is a lonely piece of road. The came from the same town, Soffingen, sonsistency that may be needed to
supply the wants of a fastidious marV
high fence of the shops casta a shad- in Switzerland.
'tet.
ow over it and a row of tall cotton-wood- s
'
-.
When sealed at the jail his
i
i'
on the west side practically clothes were covered with blood from
1
Incendiary Bullet
cut off the dim moonlight last night. & severe
Tests have been made in Germany
scalp wound. This was apBeyond the trees is an open area, parently caused by the blow he says with a special projectile which is inwhere the new railroad shops are to he received on the head. , ...
tended to repel dirigibles and which la
t
be built There is no occupied house
He was positive that, be had put designed not only to pierce a gas en--'
within two blocks of the spot, but the but five shells into the revolver and velope but also to set fire to the gas.1
Thic
fired from the old1,
report did not understand how there came Germari7roec!e,
firing and the
rifle known as "model 7L",
brought a crowd.
tc be six wounds Inflicted. He. said which has a caliber of fl mDlimeterS
The officers after telephoning Dr. that he had put an extra charge, for is provided with little wings that'
L. G. Rice, city
physician, and to the cylinder in his pocket Buckmann open in flight under the influence of
for
an ambulance, stuck close to his story; that he, .had a spring, compressed while th prq
brothers
Strong
in the rifle barrel, but
hurried to the place. The body of been set upon before he shot,; and lectlle is still
expanded as soon as the muzzle is
Benavides was lying on its back on would not alter a detail,, ; although passed.
An ordinary bullet leaves such
the east side of the road in the shad- questioned closely.
.., a small hole in an envelope that the
ow of the fence. The front of his
Coroner's Jury Views. Body, ,... gas escapes through it but slowly. Th
white shirt was saturated with blood.
Justice of the Peace jPolIcarpio wings on the Improvel ballet tear a
Blood txinkled frorrf his nostrils, but Sanchez, called a jury! and had them hole of appreciable size in the fabric
What is more, they retard the bullet'
this probably was due to a hemorr- view the body preparatory tc an- Inhage of the lungs. There was only quest which will be held today v,The to ignite fulminate contained In the'
one wound, directly in the center of jury is composed of the following; .
bullet.
It is said that experiments
Pedro Gutierrez, Juan Limon, Justo conducted at Neumannswald gave enthe breast. A few drops of blood
spattered his left hand, but this prob- Leyba, Alejandro Sanchez, ; Moises couraging results. Scientific American.
, ,;
ably came from his own wound. The Chavez. Frank Sanchez.ni
to
Brothers'
was
taken
body
Strong
Lifeboats on Guide Ralls.
undertaking establishment.
Commander Eaton. R. N.. has invent
"We were driving home from the
ed an interesting device for the lower--!
city," Gomez said, "when I first saw GOVERMENT OFFICIALS ing or boats at sea with the minimum
of danger to passengers, which is now
the man about 9:30 o'clock; he was
MAY BE FOUND GUILTY under the consideration of the hoard
standing In luo liiluJle of the road.
of trade, according to a London dia-He struck the horse. Luis, Rafael and
patcn. commander Eaton has dePradenclo jumped out and he began
voted considerable attention to the
to Bhoot. He did not say anything GRAND JURY
BEGINS
PROBE subject and has a
practical knowledge
1
then. When started for Dick Lewis'
INTO THE OLEOMA AGAR! N E
of boat work at sea.
TAX FRAUDS.
house' he Baid be would shoot me,
His system is the provision of lifts
down the side of the shin, so deslcnfirt
too.!;
Cotfiez said he knew Buckmann, but
Chicago,- March 17. Judge Landis that the boat rests on a platform which
did riot know his name. He could not in the United States district court to- slides down guide rails fixed to the,
sides. The boats themselves
say when he,, jumped from . the day instructed a special grand jury ship's on
swing
gimbals, so that no matter at
to
buggy.
Investigate
alleged butterine what angle the ship may swing the
Patrolman Lujan investigated a frauds compromised" by the Interna- boats remain upright and there Is no
story that someone, who passed the tional revenue department on March danger of their being overturned while
place before (the shooting, saw a i. The grand Jurors are to learn if descending or of being dashed against
masked man standing near one of the the manufacturers were not guilty of the sides of the vessel.
trees. He said that, as far aa he was conspiracy to defraud the governThe Ocean Is Dusty.
able to learn, It was not so.
ment under Section 87 of the nationWhen the decks of ships are rubbed
'
Benavides was 33 years old. He was al penal cole.
and cleaned each morning
quanunmarried. An uncle, who reached
The jurors also were instructed1 to tities of dust are invariably great
found. In
the place before the body had been ascertain if any member of the
the modern steamship this could be
removed, bent over the boy crying
government was guilty of con- accounted for by the tons of
that "they might as well kill him spiracy. On this pohit the court which are poured forth dailv hv th
funnels, but the curious thing la that
now." He was taken away by friends. said:
the deck of a sailing ship showB a
Buckmann Asserts Quartet Assaultor
"If, therefore, the officers
greater
quantity of this mate rial than
ed Him
agents or attorneys of a corporation that of the steamship. Ia an Atlantic
Buckmann Is a Swiss and speaks tax debtor have aonupired among
inp, occupjiBg ninety-sevedays by
English but brokely. He told his themselves, pr with officers of tne sailing ship, twenty-fou- r
barrete of
story early this morning, in a cell at United States or otherwise to defraud powder were swept from the
at the county Jail, with every appear- the government out of revenue tax, ihe captam took extended observaance of epeaking the truth. Ho placed or any one of such persons has done tion of the atnouMa ce3rd ebfly,
I I .
found nothing
h?ds u
the blame for the affair entirely upon any act 1q carry rut such conspiracy but
...
Jul im a&
differs.
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This elegant Rogers'

f you

Tilt

You Will Like

T5he

LOBBY

OPTIC

L'

KANT AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BBST GOODS OBTAIN ABLE ALWAYS
HANDLED

CALIFORNIA
Because there you will have a
chance to eucceed. There Climate, soil and water, in conjunction with Intelligent labor,
work wonders. A'falfa, fruitB,
garden truck, poultry, and dairy products point the way to
more than a mere living.

HESTA

i

CAN

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

-iAn effort lias
use
been made in the state legislature to
New York's Chinatown, one of the
CHAPMAN
LODGE NO. 2. A. F. &
L
DORADO
LODGE
NO. .
have the "Sullivan Gun law," one of most picturesque show places in the
A. M. Regular comthe most idiotic laws on the statute Bowery district and the scene of inV
KNIGHTS
OF
munication first and
took,, amended o as to remove at numerable crimes, is to be wiped out
THIAS
Meeta
e
third Thursday in
last some of the objectionable fea- of existence by the latest plans for a
each month. Visiting
ery
eve
Monday
tures of it. The Sullivan law has civic center. The report of the court
Id
brothers cordially ins
ning
Caatll
COLONIST EXCURSIONS
giving you
been in force long enough to prove house board, just filed, provides for the
1
vited. Wm. p. Mills.
Hall.
Vlsitia
c!oj
RATES
FOR
CLASSIFIED
for
a present
ADVER.
.v-vjMARCH 15 to APRIL 15
itself not only a failure but a positive acquisition of the property extending
W. M., H. S .Van Petten,
Knights ar eord)
Secretary.
TI8EMENTS
7 lrp; something
1913. Then
second-clas- s
y
help to the lawless elements against from city hall park to Mayard street
ally Invited. Chat
- which ii was intended to operate. which the city does not already own.
.rs . . . .
tickets from Las Vegas
II- AO
oo
a
Liebachner, Chaa
NO.
Five
mmANOERY,
any
cents
line
jvu
2,
per
eaoi Insertion.
to Los Angeles San Francisco,
Highway robbers, burglars and other This district includes Chinatown. The
cellor Commands
?KNIGHTS
TEMPLAR
Estimate
when
tlx
line.
words
to
a
will
ordinary
center
Reg.
and
civic
way
be
the
largyou
San Diego' and to many other
criminals have' continued to carry
pioxsed
Harry Martin, Keeper of 'Record
No ad to occupy leas space than two!
uiar conclave sec d Tues
lours how Much
and Seal.
to use guns in spite of the law and est of its kind in the world, and inpoints in California will be
lines. All
day in each month at Ma
advertla menu charged
sold for $30.00. Corresponding
the number ol" shootings by criminals cludes a new federal court house, a
BekerLMPRESS
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H. L.
will be booked at space actually tat.
new
as
ever
States
United
O. O. MOOSE-M- eets
as
been
general postofflce
fare from points on other lines
great
end toughs has
second as
Kinkel, B. C.; Chas. Tamme,
without regard to number of words.
H OUR realb is.
fourth Thursday
in connection with the Santa
since the Sullivan law went into ef- building, a building for the use of the
eaal
evening
Cash In advance preferred.
Made by GERFe
month at W. O. W. Hall. VisltlM
Liberal stopover privi-- '
fect. On the other hand hundreds of new York state officials in this city,
brothers cordially invited. Dr.
law abiding and peaceful citizens who a new state courts nuiiaing and a
leges.
MAN PROCESS
LAS V?GA8 CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
W. Houf, Dictator:
Three fast trains dally from
were the possessors of suns intended broad plaza entrance to the Manhat.1. Thornatn
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con.
ONE COUPON FROM
Las
tourist
Secretary.
carry
Vegas
only for their own protection, were tan bridge.
vocation first Monday in
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
wrested by the police and punished
s'teepers and free chair cars.
FIVE
The police authorities evidently
each month at Masonic
STAMPS
under the law, while the lawless ownHarvey meals.
BRINGS VOU THE
LOCAL TIME CARD
For tickets, reservations, in- Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
ers of firearms were not interfered have their own most peculiar way of
SPOON
IT 'S
B. Hubhard, H. P.; F. O.
J
formation and copy
with to any extent. The law was un- interpreting the Sunday closing laws.
GENUINE WM.
Blood, Secretary.
doubtedly prompted by good intentions Vaudeville houses are permitted to
of "San Joaquin ValEAST BOUND
ROGERS &.
but It should never have been passed, give performances to which admission
ArrlTe
10
folder,
ley"
apply
Bepan
SONS' A A
PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2. O. E. No.
as It could not be enforced in the pro- is charged, every Sunday night and
A
OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN a.
2.... 9:10 p. m
9:15 p. n
STANDARD
are
8.
never
manner
Meeta
interfered
with.
The
other
effective
an
in
D.
L.
and
first
and inird Fridays No. 4.... 11:05 p. m
per way
BATCHELOR, Agent
11:05 p. a
SILVER
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple, No. 8.... 2:05 a. m
and, for that reason, was bound to do Sunday a performance of a play callLAS
VEGAS.
2:10 a. a
PLATE
Mrs. 3. O. Rutledge,
mora harm than good. How futile the ed "The Master Mind" was to be
Worthy Ma- No. 10.... 1:45 p. m
2:10 p. a
BEAUTIFUL
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
law is was clearly illustrated the oth- given at the Harris theater for the
Telephone Main 329.
er day, when a boy of 18 years, on benefit of the thousands of actors who
WANTED
Girl
of
WEST BOUND
GREY (STER- general housework.
liis way to the house of hisaunt, was were prevented by their professional
D. Raynolds, 1051 Seventh
Mrs.
E.
No. 1.... 1:20 p. m
FINISH
1:45 p. m
LING)
made blind in both eyes by a pistol duties on other evenings to see the
street.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD no No. 3.... 6:10 a. m
6:15 a. a
FEDERATION
Of
No
was
who
admission
hoodlum
was charged and
play.
102 MeeB every Monday
bhot fired by some
No. 7.... 4:20 p. m
at
4:30 p. n
night
EMPRESS
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas
practicing his marksmanship on the every actor who had been invited
7:00 p. m
avenue.at No. 9.... 6:35 p. m
was
entitled to admission free of
can be ob- For8 o'clock.
publio street The scamp who fifed
Visliing
are
charge. But the performance was
the shot was not arrested.
cordially welcome. J. C. Wertz,
ATTOKXEYK
tained in this city from
never given, because the police au
FOR RENT Six room house, good lo
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
cation. Call 716 Seventh street
After falling through an elevator thorities, having heard of the propos
C H. Bally, treasurer.
HUNKER & HUNKER
bhaft from the seventeenth floor of ed performance, threatened to arrest
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunkw
MARCH 24 to 27
FOR RENT Eight room stone house, MODERN WOODMEN
the new municipal building where he everybody connected with the show
AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
Attorney
OF AMERICA
w as at work, John Erunnen, a marble shoul an attempt be made to give the is
modern conveniences. Apply 920
town
over
and
the
New Mem
young
Mebt in the Forest of brotherly Las Vegas.
sweeping
Gallinas.
and old are alike affected.
Foley's
worker, was found sitting In the base- performance.
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
Honey and Tar Compound is a quick,
ment at the, bottom of the shaft,
on the second and fourth Fridays
IENTISTS
safe
and reliable family medicine for
The
'which
in
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat.
Princess
he
a
theater,
Thirtycalmly lighting
cigarette
of each month at 8 p. m. c. H.
S.
of
A.
colds.
Jones,
and
coughs
511 Ninth street
had juBt rolled. Brunnen, who must n ii tli street, east of Broadway, just Lee Pharmacy, Chico, Calif., says.
REDUCED FAKE
Stewart Consul; G. Laommlo, Clerk. DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
be a man of iron nerve, had sustain opposite the JIaxine Elliot theater, "Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Crockett Building.
Visiting members are especially
Office Telephone
ed fractures of both lesra and probably was opened Monday night. The new has no equal, and I recommend it as
Main in
welcome
and
invited.
cordially
or other J; From Las Vegas to Albuquerque
House Telephone
internal injuries, veinarked to the men theater is the smallest among the containing no narcotics
Main 1U
G.
O.
Schaefcr
harmful
properties.
and Return
who found him that he "must have first class theaters in the city. Its
Co.
Adv.
Cross
Red
and
Drug
FOR SALE 6 hole range and 2 burn J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. Ml
bad a close shave."
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Tickets on sale March 23 to 26
capacity Is only 298 persons, about
I. O. of B. B. Meeta
er blue flame oil stov.e. Apply 620
every firat
if
the same as that of the Little
inclusive.
Dentist
NOTICE.
ASSESSMENT
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
Main avenue.
Thomas Stevens, 71 years, old, a sec- theater. Its policy will be distinct
Dental work of any description a
Notice is hereby given to all tax- T
Final return limit March 29
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
ond cabin passenger who arrived the from that of any other playhouse in payers iu Precinct No. 29 of the
moderate prices.
o'clock
For
tickets
p. m. Visiting brothers are Room 1 Center Block. Tel.
and
information
FOR
SALE
about
one-acPiano
was
in
a
the
on
t
to
White Star liner,
its devotion
other day
and
with
city
Main 13
player,
will
San
be
I
that
of
Miguel,
county
service apply to
Isaac Appel,
100 selections. China
cordially invited.
sent to Ellis Island because he had plays and short novelties, after the in
East Las Vegas, Nt M.
pubbard, dinmy office, 603 Lincoln avenue, be Strain
President; Charles Greenclay. Sec
no funds. He was born in England, style of the Grand Gulgnol of Paris. tween
ing room table and refrigerator. 16
the hours of 8 a. n and 5 p.
retary.
L. BATCHELOR, Agent
Grand avenue.
In the new theater there is no balbut had lived in the United States 32
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
m., until the 30th day of April, 1913,
Las Vegas
Lucas County, ss.
years. Two years ago Mr. Stevens cony. In its stead a mezzanine pro- to receive returns cf all taxable prop- T
FOR SALE Gentle driving mare, al- - KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
COUNwent to Bristol to visit his brother, vides a group of loges, from each of
so
to
do
within
erty. Those failing
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and he is senior partner of the firm of F
so harness and buggy. 716 Seventh
4 years oid, who was ill. Just before which there is an unobstructed view
the specified time will be assessed
J.
& Co., doing business in
fourth
Jlr. Stevens' arrival la Bristol his of the stage. The dressing and
street
Thursday in O. R. C. Hall, the Cheney
me according to section 4035 of
City of Toledo, County and State
by
Pioneer building.
died and Mr. Stevens spent lerty rooms, usually located above the
Visiting mem aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
CHICHESTER S PILLS
the compiled laws of 1897 and a pen-laRRANU.
are cordially lnyited Richard the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLA
berg
all his spare cash In paying for the stage, are in this theater located
SALE
uk
few
fresh
milk
t
Cheap,
I'"dl-Auk
A
yonr
of 25 per cent will be imposed r SirTitK
LARS for each and every case of Cafuneral and a monument upon his above the auditorium. The theater is
cows. J. Detterick, Phone
Devlne, G. K.; Frank AngeL V. 8.
Purple
voia metallic WX
"r
;
on those who fail to make returns.
CV.-'tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
Mated Willi III,,
Rihhon.
V
brother's grave. The old man has a owned by a company incorporated by
5353.
jes. no other. Hot of
S
Tube
Vvl
V
yourvrn at
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
East Las Vegas, N. M., March 15, fn
r UrOlNHMt. Ask fnrt'll
I
prosperous nephew in San Francisco e
Shubert, William A. Brady and 1913.
DIAMOND 1U1AMI PILijCfoiaS
FRANK J. CHENEY.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO
.
'
years Uo,is Best. Sfest.AlwvsR-li!ihlBABY CHICKS Fine purebred sin
and unless the latter should come to Arch Selwyn.
Sworn to before me and subscribei
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
Meeta every Monday evening at
f,
A. SANCHEZ,
MANUEL
6
Iiis assistance, Stevens will be deport- in
this th day of De
my
gle and Rose Comb Reds, Barred
their hall on Sixth street All visit cember, presence,
Assessor.
A. D. 1886.
ed. This case furnishes another il- CHAMP CLARK AT CELEBRATION
10 cts.
Mrs. Geo. Tudor,
itocks,
A. W. GLEASON,
H. D. YOUNG,
ing brethren cordially Invited to at
(Seal)
lustration of the absurdity of our imPETER P. MACKEL
Osage City, Kan.
March 17, There
juoston, Mass.,
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus
Notary Public.
Deputy.
migration laws, which permit crimin was a doub'ie celebration In this city
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Lehman,
als and outlaws from aly and other today, Evacuation Day and St. Pat
nally and acts directly upon the
hardwood FiniBblnK. Paper HaniTlng FOR SALE High grade Rhode Is
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; blood and mucous surfaces of the
rheumatism
Many sufferers from
countries to come to the United rick's feast being observed. The cere- land
Red eggs for setting, fl for
nnd Qlajslng.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trust.
have been surprised and delighted
system. Send for testimonials free.
13
States but bars a decent and hard mornies marking the
Guaranteed. H M. Northrup.
anniversary of with the prompt relief afforded by
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
working man because he happens to the evacuation of Boston by the Brit applying Chamberlain's LIminent. Not
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Hld
Plaza
Old Town
'est
B. P. O. ELKS Meeta second anil
have no money upon landing.
ish were the most notable. The day's one case of rheumatism in ten reTake Hall's Family Pills for constifourth Tuesday evening of each pation. Adv
exercises were centered upon the quires any Internal treatment what
Children
are
more
much
to
likely
month Elks home on Ninth street
Patrolman Kelly of the Fifth ave South Boston peninsula, upon which ever. This liminent is for sale by contract the contagious diseases
when
all dealers. Adv.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothYou can say goodbye to constipanue station, Brooklyn, Is in very bad the British forces were encamped: A
tney have colds. Whooping cough LOST Gold signet ring with Initials
M. E. R. Finder return to
tion with a clear conscience if yon
ers are cordially Invited. P. B.
diphtheria, scarlet fever
Optic of
humor at present and ready to ex- military and naval parade was tne
PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD sumption are diseases that are often
fice and receive reward.
Exalted Ruler; f. W. Con use Chamberlalnls Tablets. Many
plode whenever the word "dummy" principal feature of the program.
have been permanently cured by their
don, Secretary.
is mentioned by anyone within
use. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
Speaker Champ Clark was the guest noney ana iar compound, it stops, cold. That is why all medical au. LOST
Gold signet ring, enamei In
There is a reason. Just be- of honor at the celebration and re- the cough, heals the gore and inflam monues say beware of colds. For
lay V, H. S. 13. Reward. Leave at
fore dawn the other morning Kelly viewed the narade in company with ed air passages, and strengthens the the quick cure of colds you will find
The genuine is In a yellow nothing better than Chamberlain's
Optic.
was startled by a cry of "burglars!" Governor Foss, Mayor Fitzgerald and' lungs.
package with beehive on cvton. Re- cough Remedy. It can always be defuse substitutes. O. Gi Schaefer awl pended upon and is pleasant and safe
coming from a house on Eleventh other dignitaries.
2,000 lbs. or More, .Each Delivery
20c per 100 lbs.
g
Red Cross
Co. Adv.
fvtreet occupied by a dressmaker. The
to take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
MESSAGE TO RAILROAD MEN
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 .be., Each Delivery
25o per 106 I be.
woman hnd been awakened by some
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St. Bath. Me..
Uncle Joe Cannoii, one time Bpea le
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
30c
per 100 lb.
sends out this warning to railroaders
wise and, believing there were burg- er of the house of representatives..'!
50 lbs. to
200 lbs.. Each Delivery
40c
per 100 Iba.
work
as
conductor
everywhere. "My
lars in her bouse, cried for help. Kelly, returned to Washington last fall soon,
Lee than 5J lbs. Each Delivery
S0o per 100 lb.
caused a chronic Inflammation of the
with the trusty club in his strong after he had been defeated for re- -'
Kidneys and I was miserable and aU
vight hand, raado his way into the election to the house. One
played out. From the day I besan
he
night
tking
front room on the lower floor and in was approached at als home
Foley Kidney Pills I began to
by a
egain my strength, and I il bettor
the dim light he saw three figures, newspaper reporter who had been
Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity ana
now than I have he.m ff r twentv
"Hold up your instructed to get from him an interstanding motionless.
Lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vega Famoua.
years." Try them. O. G. Schaefer
hands!" commanded Kelly and when view on the
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLA8 AVENUE
general subject: "The
the figures still remained motionless, real meaning and benefits of defeat."
A Cold, La
he made a rush for them with his club.
"I wish you would tell me," said
Grippe, Then Pnoumsnlr
r- is too often the fatal Beauence. La
"Biff!" "Swat!" "Slam!" his club the reporter, "what
your feelings
Grippe coughs hang on, weaken the
landed upon tho heads of the figures v. ere when you knew that
yon had
and lower the vital resist- system,
and they collapsed. When the occu- been defeated."
enoe. R. Q. Collins, postmaster, Bar- pant of the bouse reached tho room
neat, N. J., Bays: I was troubled
"Young man," said Cannon, "politiwith a severe La Grippe cough which
nnd lit tho gas it was found that Kel- cal defeat is too
big a subject to discompletely exhausted me. Foley's
ly had effectively floored three dress cuss in an interview which Is now
Honey and Tar Compound soon stop
maker's dummies
There was no drawintr to Its closn with
ped tne coughing spells entirely. It
burglar in the house and, considering: linP rapidity.
cant he beat."0. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Kelly s mood at that time, it was a!
14
.
fortunate thing for the burglar.
It was in Sunday school, and tlie
Foley Kidney Pills will reach vour
young teacher was endeavoring to
Classified ada. search out the people to whom among all 4
individual case if you have any form
obtain certain data for the church
COPAIQ
of kidney or bladder tro.iblc, any
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing la worth moat
records. Turning to one of the little
oacKacne, rheumatism, uric nxid nois- oning or irregular and painful kidney
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST. u) someone
pupils, she asked:
action. They are strengthening, to
"Ethel, dear, were you ever ll
who
reads the ada. in this newspaper and would never hear of
nio and curative, and contain no habit
forming drugs. O. G. Schaefor and
your property unless It were advertised here.
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Ethel, who Is a very serious child,
'
"f
"vear"
j
deeply for a moment before
Other, who read and an er ads. In this newspaper want (and
30) thought and
then she said slowly:
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
replying,
"Yes, I think I was once, but it
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort and musical inAUTOMOBILE,
CARRIAGE
didn't take."
New York, March 17
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Arthur Faller is the name of a German aviator. Vha'll go up with A.
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LAS
in pitching, watch the left foot. You
can tell by the position or the left
j foot whether he intends to throw
to
the plate or the banc, jr the pitcher
is a lefthander, watch his right foot.
There are some pitchers who bend
their knees when they intend to
pitch to the batter. They do this in
order to get a better spring and give
the bail B"re Bpeea, bo when these
pitchers bend their knees we know

BOS

tEVEN

MARCH 17, 1913.

it is much easier to steal third base
than It is to steal second base. In tne
first place, you can get a much big-

j

CGOD 1ELLS

MONDAY,

I

"rifanMnf"

ger lead off second base than you
can get off first base. The pitcher
has to make a turn to throw to sec'
ond, and you have more time to get
back to your oase. Also it is more
dangerous to throw to second than
to first, and pitchers do not attempt
to get runners off that base as a gen-- i
POINTERS WHICH WILL BE OF that they Intend to pitch to the bat- eral rule. In the second place the
VALUE TO PLAYERS AND INter; and if we intend to steal, then is catcher has to throw to the ieft of
the time to make the dash. Some him when you are going to third,
TERESTING TO FANS.
pitchers have a peculiar movement while he has to throw ceai of him
If you want to learn to run oases, of the elbow You can tell their in- wben you are stealing second. The
you must first learn to watch the tentions by this movement, and you catcher has to turn to make the
pitcher's feet and shoulders. That is will discover that - watching the throw to third. It is much more dif- An unseasonable Spring makes necessary for us to sacrifice our immense
the first thing the amateur should elbow you can always tell when your ficult to throw to third than it is to
'
second.
these
in
his
mind.
throw to
There are many opportunity, arrives.
Knowing
facts,
get
stock in order to make room for new Summer goods
are now beginning to
other things, btu you shall get to
Other pitchers have telltale move- , you will probably agree to .the wis-- t
arrive. There will be no reservations in
sale. Everything in
most of them later on.
store will
ments.
There is the veteran "Cy" dom of preferring to steal third rath-- !
Success in base running depends Young. When Young settles the ball er than second.
for
go
I have told you about studying the
on many things. To the average boy on his chest, holding It with both
De-must
not
but
:
you
neglect
hands, he is ready to pitch to the pitchers,
they sound like little things and
fore they are brought to his mind so batter. I do not think that I ever the catchers. Study them as much as
that he learns their vaiue to him, he saw Young .fail to pitch to the p'iate the pitchers. Learn to know how
has probably not given them a mo- when he took this attitude. This Is fast a catcher can throw, and what
ment's attention.
not saying that he never did; I guess his weaknesses ate. Then learn to
Than
There are few pitchers who do not he has, but it was always my signal take advantage of them.
formerly sold for.
down
fool
the
Go
catcher.
of
to
intention
were
to
we
their
start
wbe.n
Try
away
pitching
give
playing
or of throwing to the base by some j Boston or Cleveland and Young was any time. By that I mean, try to
Every dollar you spend now in our store is worth one third more
advance any time. Do your best to
particular movement. To keep a run-- in the box.
cross the catcher. When you are on
When It Is Bad to Steal.
ner close to the base a pitcher must
to
when
to
tell
steal. first or second and see an opportunIt is hard to
you
hide his intentions. He must try
You ity to better your own chance to
m
the
on
ruunner
It
of
all
situation.
the
Suits
Sweaters
leponds
ignorance
keep
whether he intends to pitch the ball must take into consideration the boy score by stealing, go down on the
Overcoats
flats
to the batter or to throw to the in-- ! who is pitching against you and the first pitched ball or the second or
fielder to catch the runner. Now, boy who is catching him. You must the third pitched ball. Change around.
Underwear
Caps
there are not many pitchers in the know the pitcher's habits and the Keep the pitcher and the catcher
Socks
Shoes
major leagues who can keep their catcher's ability. But that is not all. guessing. If you always go down on
or
third
second
conor
the
a
You must take your team into
the first ball
hands, feet and shoulders In such
Collars
Gloves
position that a good base runner can- sideration. Base stealing is risky a; pitched ball they will soon become
preTrunks
not guess what they intend to
times. If the game is close and ine acquainted with this fact and be
Pajamas
occasion demands that you play safe, pared to catch you in your attempt to
to Steal On Some.
Bath Robes
Cases
There are a few pitchers who have it would not be a good ideu to try sical.
who
to
holds
same
advice
stea'i; and the
a deceiving movement, a few
Watch the Baseman, Too.
Grips
can fool the base runner; and it is good in a close pennant race. You
Another thing you want to learn
may be throwing away your team's to do is to watch the baseman's eyes.
hard to steal in games where
In fact every article in the store goes for
work, because the base run- chances to win by trying to steal a The baseman is watching the ban.
base.
ner cannot get his proper lead.
It is ii) to nim to get ttie ball and
You probably would not think that
1-4
If the pitcher uses his right arm
get you. He has to have the ball be3
fore he can tag you, and he is, therefore, watching the course of the ball.
35
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By watching the baseman's eyes as
bag you will know
you near the
which way the ball is coming. The
baseman will try to be where the
it
ball will be, and your place is as far
can
as
baseman
you
the
from
away
get and still be able to reach the bag.
Slide out of the baseman's reach,
'
away from the spot where he intends
to take the throw.
That brings you to another big point
in base running; namely, sliding. If
you should ask me how to learn to
"practice,"
slide, I should answer,
H"iA. '.
That is the way to learn anything.
Practice not only makes perfect, but
ankles youngster who played with Elmlra in 15 rounds by Bill Johnson, in LonFriday
it also makes possible. Keep on try- leg. Many have sprained their
no
is
don, a few nignts ago.
in just that way. There
danger last season.
Intercollegiate wrestling championing to slide and you will learn how;
As he is owner, president, manager,
Eddie Campi, of San Francisco, and ships at Cornell university.
anvc-nshould be able to "hit the in doing this when you go into a bag
hit- Frankie Burns, the
and
that
so
captain,
utility
pinch
player
I
trained
have
myself
Jersey City bansliding.
Intercollegiate
in
baseball.
fencing championwe
call it
drt," as
ter
Baltimore
the
of
it.
Jack
box a 20 round ships begin in Xew York City.
have
team,
to
about
even
tam,
I
without
slide
signed
thinking
Some boys slide into the bag, slidso that Dunn may relinquish the captaincy bout at Vernon, Calif., March 29.
Meeting at Harrisburg, Pa., to comDo not do this; slide I have practiced it constantly,
ino- tipad first.
s
from and appoint freddy Parent the field
of Sam plete organization of
Joe
distance
Woodman,
to the proper
manager
I
when
Baseget
first
feet
slide
When
first.
you
feet
Langford, is bringing over with him ball league.
the bag I "hit the dirt" just as natur- general.
you are less liable to be stepped on.
Word from the Giants' training from Australia a lightweight named
to catch a
Annual convention of the Canadian
Basemen do not keep their feet around ally as I put up my glove
at Marlin, Tex., has it that Reed, who is said to be some scrap- Lacrosse Association at Toronto.
camp
move
I
as
as
or
naturally
just
a pair of spikes, and these spikes are ball,
I run. It is a habit Manager McGraw intends to make per.
A Romance of Strenuous
Opening of annual bench; show of
on the feet which you are shoving to- both feet when
an outfielder of Jim Thorpe as the
Freddie Welsh, the light' eight Del Monte Kennel club, Del Monte,
now.
head
slide
When
you
ward the bag.
Affection
Never slide stiff legged, but have a Indiana has shown some pretty nifty champion of England, has turned Calif.
first the baseman will not take any
down an offer of $15,000 to box five
limber
beposition. As soon as your foot batting.
into
you,
Saturday
precaution, but will step
.WAVAV.V
mm
Columbus
former
the
Kilm,
in Australia. Freddie claims
bouts
George
and
stiffen
your leg
Opening of annual United Xortli
cause there is no danger to him. He touches the bag
of
who
has
the
out
been
game that his services are worth $3,000 and South amateur
dirt. This player
championship goll
will not step on you intentionally, dig the left knee into the
again Jon the per at least.
brake to you and will several years, will
a
serve
as
will
tournament at Finehurst, N. C.
care
same
not
the
take
will
but he
season
and play
a spangles the coming
Opening of annual horses how in
that he would take if he knew a pair stop you without your running
first base for the Akron Interstate
Tighten
chance
of
yourself.
injuring
Paris, France.
of spikes were whirling that way.
muscles as soon as you touch the league team.
Do not try to slide away from every your
In a recent ball game in Porto
CLARA MORRIS IS 65.
but not before then.
CALENDAR OF SPORTS
baseman. There are some basemen bag,
Dick Breen, the Jersey City
Rico,
can
Of
X. Y.
pads
sliding
Marcn 17. Mesbuy
you
Yonkers,
course,
FOR THE WEEK
who will expect you to slide away from
of greeting and bouquets of flowat sporting goods houses, but you can second baseman, suffered a broken
sages
and
it
for
be
will
looking
them; they
even more and in a ankle in sliding into a base. He vill
ers were received in abundance toto turn and tag you. protect yourself
be prepared
manner.
When you put on be out of the game probably for the
day by Miss Clara Morris, who is resimple
to
outguess
Monday
Again, it is up to you
double the bottom of remainder of the season.
membered by the old-euniform,
your
generation of
Opening of annual Southern Cross
them, and you can do this by sliding yc ur trousers up and under, so that
When asked whether he intended
one
as
most noted
the
z are pleased to announce that we have
of
playgoers
directly into them. There is an advant- a double thickness will rest over the to do anv training in order to reHuce 6lf tournament at Aiken, S. C
emotional actresses on the American
serial
next
baseto
our
10
into
the
as
Bob
vs.
Eddie McGoorty,
Moha,
arranged
age in going directly
print
his weight, Umpire Tommy Connolly
knee.
stage. This was Miss Morris' sixty-fift- h
For, as I have told you, the
man who thinks you will slide away
this screaming comedy.
could worry off rounds, at Milwaukee.
that
replied,
umpires
slidin
an
knee
part
important
birthday anniversary. She l'ves
plays
he
and
Jack Britton vs. Billy Kruse, i
from him. You might jar him
burbe protected as much any overweight they might be
in a great,
house In
in himself and ing and should
;n
nfi,lfmrp
at
rounds,
Philadelphia.
'
Bv using the trousers as dened with in the first three games
avenue
liiverdale
las
in
this
She
City.
possible.
G
...
..
miss vou when he tnes to put the ball
Tommy Burns, vs. Arthur Peiky,
now totally blind and for two
,
, ,
. ,
a means of protection, you win not of the season.
,.name
jis
Alta.
io uuuip uim
on vou or you are
A "new comers" infield is being rounds, at Calgary,
j years
has been confined to her bed
cause yourself any inconvemenvt and
with vour knee or the calf of your
George Brown, vs. Jack Oyer 20
out by Manager Evers, ot the
tried
if
as
well
as
illness.
will be protected
by
you
Despite her misfortune
Cubs.
leg. so that he will drop the ball.
McDonald, formerly of Bos - rounds, at San Francisco.
the former actress keeps intimately
.
you wore knee pads, as some boys do.
n rw!
li
nAA..
vs.
McCarron
"v
rwu
Glo.n
some
tuu
Jack
Johnny
ptttyera siiur:
ton, is coverisg first, Berghammer, j
j
in touch with the affairs ti tho 'world',
By Ty Cobb in "How to Play BaseH they lose speed before the reach the
a recruit, second, Corridon, the former .6 rounds, at Scranton, Pa.
Interested all subjects, she naa Her
ball."
ly-j
are
bench
show of
bag. As a matter of fact, they
Opening of annual
Detroit Tiger, short, and rhelan, the
mother, who Is 80 years old, read
Cincinnati Kennel club Ciacianati.
lug still before they touch the bag.
third,
on a Western
HE STORY is all about a house-part- y
and newspaper articles io
j magazine
Some players do not slide soon enough
Opening of annual bench show of
Louis P. Roth, a sergeant in the
ranch thev are a iollv srouo of vounc people. Trouble
her during the day and whoa during
al-- j
and
slide
over
Kenuel
to
the
and they
club, SpringBo.M, the nieht
Springfield
bag
United States army, has signed
she cannot sleep, her hu- BASEBALL NOTES.
arises from the fact that the hero has lea his friends to belea-I- f
Ohio.
in the Wisconsin-Illinoi- s
though they have the base stolen they j
umpire
C. Harriott, reads to her.
Dr.
F.
band,
lieve he is an athlete, when, as a matter of fact, he never
W.-I- .
are touched out before they can recov- i'.icsday
players try to start anything
not
When
to the reading ot
for
listening
did anything more athletic than lead the cheering
er it.
cf
Opening of :.nmial tournament
ge. If W.-players try to start anyhusli&nd and mother. Miss Morris
her
on
fat
tne
of
a
It is said that Buddy Ryan has
the others. His predicament and that
What you want to do is to be
thhlK on tha field 1his season tt will Cimden Polo club, S. C.
spends much of her time dictating
the offensive at all times. When you call for the center field position wun be a case of
Tlarty TrencaiU s Jack Sheron 10 short stories lor the
man who is with him as his "trainer
magazines.
jwant to stel, start in a hurry and go the Cleveland Naps.
rounds, at St. Louis.
quick" to the club house.
form a humorous background for a
inan
who
for
out
is
that
mind
you
fast. Make up your
Young Orr.
Wednesday
dashing love romance.
Connie Macks
vs. Will'.a llovpe,
will fret to the bag and do it. Let field position with
Ora Morniiis.-s'"John, dear, it's loo bad that we.
v
have to pinch and save and econolout all the speed you have and go Athletics, is playing a wonderful
Pittsburgh, i r 1S.1 balk!ii3 cha-nj into that base.
mize on everything we buy. Is i,
game in the practices of the former
pionship.
You will enjoy
When yon are trying to score that world's champions.
Abe Attell vs. Ollie Kirkc, 10 ro'in.Is there such a thing as a money trust?"
WITH THE BOXERS.
it thoroughly!
Pitcher Cyril Slapuicka, the only
it. going into the home plate go in
"Yes, love; I thick there is."
at Xew York.
as hard as you can. You do not have Russian grand duke in baseball, and
(Pause.)
Thursday
"John, dear, why don t you join
bag when you are go-- I formerly a heaver with the White
Jabez White, former lightweight
j to halt at any
Opening of bench show o Toronto
ing home and you do not have to be Sox. has signed with the Milwaukee champion of England, was defeated and Ontario Kennel clubs, at Toronto. it?"
ready to advance on an overthrow; club.
Don't Miss the
Jacob C. Morse, the veteran Bosyour course will be finished when yoii
tt
the
Ft
reach
You can overslbie ton baseball scribe, has tendered his
i
plate.
1
Opening
h
p
home as far as you like,
resignation as secretary of the New
eon-- !
Instalment !
!
j
Slopping suddenly has brought i"- - England league after 13 years'
h
jury to many men. Coin? into ;i bag tinuous service.
4X1 "b3
w 'J
i
to h
upright and Infusing
Manager Iiiit Dahlen, ot the !rook- ji
v
7.
cijiinwj tiiHjiy tiu'ji to jyn tiuperbas, Wieves he has
jfcwjdcii Mop
B
the
V.
1. SwV.
in
j ! ecu vi!
a brol-i'Is
a
or a btol-i-iCaliban,
tvT
fjjjK'c
u
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Spring is Here

SATURDAY-LlOIlDftY-TUESOA-

Y

Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

18

15

'1

$7.50

lamps

Easter hats for

L. P. Writgh's.

$4.50

at
at

20c

Strictly Fresh Eggs er dozen
100 pounds Good Potatoes
Potatoes

Good

50 pounds

pounds

Sugar

16 pounds

Sugar

package

Coffee

100

4

?L50

PARISIAN

.....$5.75
J1-0.

0

3c
25c

'.

Good Bulk Coffee

BEST FLOUR MADE
50 pounds Cream
50 pounds

package

j)

'140

Lily

3 boxes 10c
2

U.50

Loaf

package crackers.

25c

Macaroni, Vermicelli

15c

or Spaghetti

Discount on other goods

age of this.

l
n

rr-- ,

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL

-

THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

J

f fill I

"THE KIND TH4T IS NOT

It

Highest

)1

S

LYE-PEELE-

Quality

you waJnt the highest
quality in canned fruits

At J. H. STEARNS

CO ML AN D WO O S3
MOST HEAT FOR VOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
AND RETAIL
m W

PhonmMalnXI

AITlis Home of Hie Best of Everything Eeiable

EGIAL CASU SALE
MARCH 15th
100
50

THE GRAAF

& UAYVAUTJ

......
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The Friendship club will meet to
morrow afternoon with Mrs. Shaffer
Company h will hold Hs regular
at 911 Tilden avenue.
drill tonight in the armory. All mem'
bers are requested to be present.
Three acts of vaudeville and mov
All members of Congregation Mou
ing pictures at the Browne tonight
Admission 10c and 15c. Adv.
tefiore are requested to meet tonight
in Temple Montefiore to .participate
Special. Twenty per cent discount in Bible study and the practice of
this week on all finished and stamped congregational singing.
art goods. 5, 10 and 25 Cent Store.
Ike Bacharach and Simon Bacna- Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged raeh, owners of the Bacharach Broth
in the wood. Direct from the distil- ers store, have received notice from
lery to you. At the Lbby, of course. Saxony, Germany, that their father
Adv.
died a few days aso at that place.
Mr. Bacharach was 89 years of age.
Public Sale At Erb and Wester- nian farm, Tuesday, March 18. Hor
Yesterday morning at his home at
ses, mules, seed, farming Implements Mora, Macario Gailegos died at the
and household goods at your own age of 5C years. Mr. Gallegos was
price. Don't forget the date. Free taken ill only recently while at San
lunch served. Adv.
ta Fe and had returned to his home
only Saturday. He is survived by his
Send us your name and street num wife and one child and was well
ber and we will put you on our mail known all over the state.
ing list. Ike Davis, Cash Grocer.
Adv.
Business has been unusually heavy
in the passenger department of the
If you haven't received pur special Santa Fe for the
past few days. Yes
list phone us and we will gladly send terday there were two sections of
you one. Ike Davis, Cash Grocer.
trains Nos. 9, 4 and 10, all well filled.
Adv.
Today two sections of trains Nos. 1
ana 4 were run. train No. 9 tnts
The W. C. T. U. will meet with evening will carry 11 cars, all well
Mrs. John Shank at 913 East Douglas filled.
avenue tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
o'clock.
All members are requested
James Collins, alias Mike Kurn,
to be present.
and Joe Hansen, alias Charles Clifton, were arrested
by Chief
Walt Naylor has sold his farm at of Police Ben Colesyesterday
on a charge held
Mineral Hill to M. M. Rhoades of Tex
against them in Raton for burning
as. Mr. Rhoades with his two sons, a car
belonging to tne Santa Fe Rail-waand two
TOMORROW
expects to run a
company some time ago. W. E.
4
at
big bunch of cattle on the Pecos Na- Corbett,
the Y. M. C. A.
special officer for the railtional forest. Although the ranchers
came
in this afternoon
way company,
of Mineral Hill will welcome
4 4
these and will take the
back to
prisoners
five new families, they regret losing Raton this
9:30
Ladies
class
gymnasium
evening.
'
Mr. Naylor and his family, as they had
o'clock.
endeared themselves in the hearts of
Junior gymnasium class at 4:30
Much trouble has been experienced
all.
Sunday school basketball practice.
lately by auto 'tourists through the
Baptist3, 7 Jo 8 o'clock.
Christians, 8 to 9 o'clock.
Fannie, the little hound belonging country between Watrous and Mora
to "Lion" Fisher of Mineral Hill, was by the condition of U5 roaas. Many
Methodists, 9 to 10 o'clock.
killed last Tuesday while trailing a serious accidents have been caused
Tonight
lion. She was running through deep by. the condition ot the highways in
Regular senior class.
snow in an aspen thicket, when she that section of the country and some
hit a sharp snag with such force that tourists claim that the people of that
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
it entered her chest just above the section will not Improvu ye roads J
breast bone and pierced her heart, for the reason that every machine FOUND
Ladies' hand bag, containmust be pulled
killing her instantly. Fannie was the that gets stuck there,
money and other articles. Owning
out
means
and
that
for
the
money
pride of the Pecos mountains with 17
er can have same by calling at Oplions to her credit, and her many Residents. This matter should be
tic my paying for this ad and
Into
looked
assothe
roads
by
good
freinds will regret to learn of her
reward to finder.
small
ciation, say the boosters, as the sea
death.
son for heavy travel will open soon.
few
GOOD practical nurse wishes
At a brief session of the probate
cases. Address 706 Lincoln avenue
court this morning, Judge Adelaido
or phone Turple 5102.
Phil LeNoir of the Y.
Tafoya presiding, the petition of Ro- M. Secretary
C. A., has written to the public
man Gallegos, asking that the will of
The
WANTED A delivery
coy.
schools at Albuquerque
and Santa
his late wife, Mrs. Severiana Esquibel
Co.
Rosenthal
Furniture
Fe to make arrangements to take the
de Gallegos, be admitted to probate,
class of the institution to those
junior
was, received. Judge Tafoya set May
and display what boys can do
places
5 as the date of probation. The court
if
proper
training is given them. This
also accepted the bond' oT $7,000 furwill serve as an outing for the boys
nished by Celsa Sandoval and Andres
and will be a
treat to the youth
Sandoval, administrators of the estate In Santa Fe great
and Albuquoiue, If the
of the late Julian Sandoval of San
arrangements are made. Mr. Roney,
Miguel.
manager of the Roney boys, while
here last week saw the boys go
through their stunts and pronounced
them as excellent In every respect.
To all who wish to
The trip will be taken as soon as
dates can be secured.
take advantage of

r

Every Woman Is

the

TO BANQUET FRIENDS.

$1.50
.75
.40
5.75
1.00

25c

CO. STORE

PHONE MAIN

Adv.

Interested In Dress

17lh - 18th

pounds Potatoes
pounds Potatoes
25 pounds Potatoes
100 pounds Sugar
16 pounds Sugar
7 bars White Star Soap
7 bars Lenox Soap
; .
7 bars Tar Soap
2 boxes Toilet Soap
3 Armourita Toilet Soap. ...i..
3
boxes Pure Gloss Starch .
3 bottles of Blueing
1 sack Bobs Patent Flour
1 sack Old Homestead Flour
3 packages of Ralston Self
Raising Buckwheat Flour
1 dozen
Strictly Fresh Eggs
Standard Hams, per lb
fitandard Bacon,
pr lb
Largo ptiHa Pure Lard
Mfcdiums psiU, pure Lard
.Small pal! puro lard

St Patrick's dance at

$10
25
20

and the season of the year is
approaching when the wearers

must depend upon the skill of
the ironer for the "natty ap
pearance of her tub dresses.
Do you know we do this
work, and lift a dress from the

common

shows
taste and refinement and makes
the wearer seem daintily clad?
place to one that

Our Prices Are Popular

20
22

L30
G3

40

m.

m.

UliJ

aa aiff iiiMn
Ji1

J
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THE FAMOUS VALLEY
CITY WATER. MOTOR
WASHER

Ci"

Removes all wash day work and all wash day troubles.
You do not need a wash woman if you have a Motor Washer.

J.C.JOHNSEN&SON
Exclusive Local Agents

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. AssaBHaut Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N

Capital,

$100,000

Las Vefes Siea'm
Laundry
I'hout- Mnin til

bl7

UoukIo

Special
Cash Sales

Invitations are being issued to tuo
cast of the Jennie Brlce mock trial to
attend' a banquet to be given by the
uuaiu vi directors or tne y. m. C. A
TV.Ta..!.

rt

uu

Or
a

j

in

me

,

association

gym

'

nasium. The directors will be hosts,
putting up the price of the feed. A
well known speaker from out of the
address at the
city will deliver
banquet, which will be the biggest affair that has been pulled oft in the
"Y." for some time. There will oe
toasters gaiore with plenty of toasts
and there may be roasts, but the affair will 1,0 sure to be "great," as the
secretary of the institution puts it
The trial was a great success and
was enjoyable as well as instructive.
The case resulted with the defendant cleared, as is well remembered
by i;!l tiicf iKJ attended the trial.
The tame interest was taken in Hie
trlai SB in displayed in the l.ircst
trliili ail out lh;
cc.unlry, and laisl,
but. not bast., the trial here wax the
in

l

Ave
'am

i

tie

fcta'e, a reward of r,i
iw.l l,y lb., y, m c, A,

he.-- 1

advert sed by our competitors. We are ready
to take your orders
and will meet all
Yours for Quality
and service.

i

n nil men

I

"The Coffee Man"

iOUubliLit

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits

235.000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Bepcsila

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MADE

sons-in-la-

if

WHOLESALE

THAN NEW

y

Delicious In flavour
Insist on "Hunts"

ings, fines and other punishment tor
the participants. Officer E. C Ward,
while making bis evening rounds in
that section of the city, heard a loud
disturbance and upon investigating
the matter discovered Guadalupe
Montoya in an intoxicated condition.
Ward at once placed tne man unaer
Two companions of Monafrrest.
toya at the time of his loud rejoic
ings and disturbances, objected to
Officer Ward taking the man to the
lockup and showed fignt.
A scramble at once started and
things were pretty lively for Ward
for a while as he had no show
against three husky hombres one of
whom was holding him In such a
manner as to preveht his using his
gun It looked' as if Montoya was 10
go free until Chief of Police Ben
Coles and Night Policeman McGov- ern arrived on the scene, when the
tide of battle turned In the opposite
fist fignt
direction and after a
the men were all placed in the jail.
This morning the onenders were
brought before Judge D. R. Murray
for trial. All pleaued guilty and re
ceived the following sentences: Guad
alupe Montoya, on charge of resisting officer. ?G0 fine and 30 days in
jail. He was unable to pay the fine
and therefore will serve 90 days in
jail. John Taylor; on charge of
drunkenness and disorder, $25 and
costs, which was paid. , Modesto
Martinez, on a similar charge, received 15 days as his share. Three
other cases were also brought to
court this morning, incarnaclon Gu
tierrez, Rubel Martinez and Recordo
Lobato, arrested by Chief of Police
Ben Co'ies yesterday afternoon for
drunkenness and disorderly conduct,
received 15 days each.

It Will Look Better

n

viuui)

Last night at about 7:45 o'clock,
on the corner of Douglas avenue and
Grand avenue, a lively
fight was
started which ended in court proceed

To Be Cleaned and Pressed.

lilfij

ne

It will pay you to take advantJ. II. STEARNS

DRY

CLEANERS

THIS MACHINE DOES
ANnTiiEi
Tin? wnriK
f VIAML
wfiMtfN
11

HAVE DIFFITRIO
OF DRUNKS.

CULTY IN ARRESTING

.

80c

t

QUIET

THREE POLICEMEN

To The

Mrs,

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bour
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Don't forget

'''

t?

)

White Serge Suit or Dress

Adv.

P. B. Hall Monday the 17th.

i

SUNDAY'S

5

Take that

6.54

Vaudeville at the Browne tonight.
Admission 10c and 15c. Adv.

bon

"

SCRAP HAIIS

FROM

PASTEURIZED CREA M
ASK YOUR. GROCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL ''CREAMERY Co

mm or project

WOHEN

WILL BEGIN SOON
SALT

LAKE CITY

ENGINEERS

MEETING

GAS FORUM TOMORROW.

The board of trustees of the Las
met today in adVegas land
session.
Matters of
journed regular
a routine nature were discussed and
acted upon. It is understood that the
Salt Lake City capitalists who recently took an option for 90 days on a
contract for builaing the Camfield
irrigation project, will begin at. once
a survey of the ground covered by
the entire undertaking. If the result
of the survey and other investigations
is satisfactory,
the company will
build the reservoir. From Santa Fe
there has come no report of action
by the governor upon, the bill giving
the Las Vegas land grant trustees
power to invest their trust funds in a
project for the completion of the
Camfield project. However, Governor McDonald seemea, favorable to
the plan when it was stated to him
by the Las Vegas boosters Aud it is
thought not unlikely that he will sign
the measure, which was:; passed by
both houses of the legislature by a
substantial majority., v T
-

George A. Fleming Is again at his
office after an illness of several
days.
IS CALLED.

'
The
Bingham, Mass., March
death of Rear Admiral Joseph G.
Baton, was the subject of an inquest
In the district court here"'
As
in the proceedings of Saturday, which
were informal and preliminary. Associate Justice Edward B. Pratt pre"
sided.
Ji

ST. JOE jJS READY.
St. Joseph, Mo... March '17. The
e
meniliers of the Si. .J00 Western
team reported here "today and
began miring practicG on the home
grounds. Cmnes with the Chicago
l
AiiKTkiiiis imd
other teams
will be plfiymj bi'foro the c1iih)Ioii- Jea-gu-

('vr-r.'i-

TO ATTEND

CAPITALISTS' THEY WILL BE WELCOMED AT
FIRST SESSION OF LAS VE-

WILL GET
BUSY AT ONCE.

INQUEST

ARE

Rev. Dr. Jacob Landau, originator
of the Forum of LaS Vegas, which he
expects to launch upon a Icng and

successful career tomorrow evening,
wishes it understood, as do the other persons interested in the organization, that the women of Las Vegas
are most cordially invited to attend
all its meetings. The first session
will witness a discussion of the subject "What Ails Las Vegas?" and the
members of the forum will be delighted if a large number of women
are present, as well as many men.
The meeting will oqcUi- - in Temple
Montefiore, which has been tenderad
by the members of the congregation.
Secretary of ) Stato Antonio Lucero
has written to Dr. Landau that he
would accept his invitation to act as
one of the.viee presisdent of the organization. Lorenzo Delgado, county
clerk and mayor of the town of Las
Vegas, has accepted a similar
.

Dr. Matthew J. Trenery, superintendent of the extension department
of the Sunday schools of the Methodist Episcopal church, will address
the teachers of the local MethodlBt
Sunday school tomorrow evening M
the church and again Wednesday
morning at 10 o'clock. Mr. Trenerr
is a specialist in Sunday school work
and is well known in church circles
ail over thfc contry: Mr. Trenery will
spend eight days in New Mexico and
then finish his tour over the8 other
states. The public is cordially invito
ed to hear
his address tomorrow
evening at 7:30 o'clock.
NAPHTHA GOES UP.
New York, March 17. The Standard Oil company of New York today
f
announced an advance of
cent a gallon In all prades of nnphOu
for oxport, 'J lit' lout yt'iiuru'l aivhiiHi
one-hal-

III tlMJilllllU WilH
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